










to- ien^Mce Hi^en cuui iAAamen

Were I a monarch, I'd have my courtiers bring

before me former UN mediator Ralph Bunche.

Then, while he knelt before me, I'd touch him on

each shoulder and I'd say : "Rise, Sir Ralph ! For spearheading the 'good offices'

angle of the United Nations
;
getting Egypt and Israel to sign an armistice ; and

putting a blueprint of peace to the acid test, I knight you : Sir Bunche-of-Brother-

hood!"

Operating upon the theory that a lasting peace cannot be founded upon force,

but only upon "consent freely given and agreement voluntarily arrived at," the

case for brotherhood marches on apace.

Musing on the meaning of the word brotherhood, a certain Broadway columnist

decided to investigate. He first approached a gifted Manhattan attorney. He asked

whether he (the columnist) must go around "loving" everybody?

"Desirable as that would be," replied the lawyer, "I believe that brotherhood

has a more negative quality—one of not bearing ill will towards your neighbor,

just because he happens to be different—but just respecting him because he is a

human being."

Next the columnist sought out a noted negro leader.

"Negroes," the leader said, "are neither better nor worse than anybody else.

They should be treated according to what they contribute."

The minister of one of New York's biggest Methodist churches said : "Fences

are the bars to brotherhood. They must come down!"

There was another name on the reporter's list. He went to find Monsignor

Fulton J. Sheen.

"I can't see brotherhood without Fatherhood, because Fatherhood is the hub,

brotherhood, the spokes." And then he told of a desert traveler who asked Abraham

for a night's lodging. This Abraham gave, but was so disgusted with the critical

grumblings of his guest that he decided to put him out. "Then," said the Monsignor,

"God appeared. And he looked at Abraham and said : 'Look ! I've put up with him

for 40 years ; can you not put up with him for one little night ? '
"

But the best definition of all seems to this writer to be the story about Lincoln,

who, seeing a small boy carrying a far heavier child on his back, asked: "Isn't

that burden too heavy for you?"

"That's no burden," the boy replied, "that's my brother!"
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ON CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS ISSUE

Clayre and Michel Lipman ("First

Lesson," page 9) are a husband-and-wife

team who met at a writer's class. They

decided to collaborate on a story and

have been at it ever since. Formerly she

was a well-known millinery designer,

and he a San Francisco lawyer.

About a year ago they "hid out" on a

mountain ranch, but say they still don't

have enough time to do everything they

would like. "What we self-employees

need," writes Michel, "is a 40-hour day."

Jack Lewis ("A Rose for Randi,"

page 12), a first lieutenant in the

USMCR, pounded out a story about a

solitary Marine on a Pacific isle in our

April issue ("Dear Senator"). Now he

has two of the boys ganging up on Hol-

lywood in our new serial. Better read

the first instalment now so you'll know

the players and the plays !

You've seen the name of Ric Red-

mond ("Paddle Your Own . .
." page 17)

on cartoons appearing from time to time

in The Link. One of the original mem-
bers of the famous 84th Engineers, parts

of wh;ch served in such battle areas as

Africa, Normandy, Attn, and the South

Pacific, he was in the Camouflage Corps

for nearly five years. After his overseas

duty he became an instructor in camou-

flage at the Engineer School and was

discharged a sergeant.

Mr. Redmond's first love is cartooning,

but he also likes canoeing and free-lance

writing. His work has been appearing in

magazines for over 15 years.

2

Three of The Link's old stand-bys are

Harold Heifer ("The Padre and the

Garden," page 20), Raymond Musser

("A Knock on a Niirnberg Door," page

2Z) , and Henry Allen Morris ("The

Big Show," page 25).

Frederick W. Brink ("The Way of a

Man with a Maid," page 30) is doubtless

an old friend to some of you sailors, as

he is "Chaplain" to the men aboard the

U.S.S. Cavalier. His article is part of an

eight-weeks' course on the theme, "Get-

ting Ready to Get Married," which he

has been conducting aboard the Cavalier.

The ship's paper declares, "The Chap-

lain has had quite a bit of experience

along these lines. He has taught courses

on marriage at Cornell University, W^il-

liam and Mary, and Palomar College.

He has written several articles for maga-

zines and a couple of pamphlets on the

subject, and is the author of the book,

This Man and This Woman."

Don't miss the announcement of the

cash prize winners in the "Link Popu-

larity Contest" (page 22).

This Month's Cover—
BRINGS you a picture of a

United States Coast Guards-

man stationed at an Arctic

outpost, and a fluffy Husky
pup. In the lonely reaches of

the far North the sledge dogs

bring cheer and companion-

ship to the Guardsmen. See

article, page 3. {U. S. Coast

Guard photo) jt



What Does

the Coast Guard Do?
On August 4 it will be 159 years old.

Compiled by M. Jane MacMillan'^

IN war, the United States Coast Guard

operates as part of the Navy. Its duties

then consist mainly of escorting convoys,

guarding the coast, maintaining coastal

anti-sub patrols, manning troop trans-

ports, participating in landing operations.

In peace, the Coast Guard operates

under the Treasury Department and is

occupied primarily with promoting ma-

rine safety and rescuing life and property

at sea.

Coast Guard Assistance Operations.

The assistance rendered by Coast Guard

stations, vessels, and aircraft during the

fiscal year of 1948 is reflected in the

following statistics :

Instances of major assistance 5,923
Value of vessels assisted .. $157,430,859
Value of cargoes thereof .. $12,555,679
Lives saved or persons rescued . . 5,399

Instances of minor assistance 4,152

The term major assistance includes the

rescue of persons from water or from

drifting ice, the removal of persons from

endangered vessels, the towing to safety

of vessels on which personnel are en-

dangered, and—during floods—the re-

moval of persons to safety when danger

of drowning threatens. When Coast

Guard aircraft are employed, "major as-

sistance" includes open-sea landings and

take-offs under hazardous conditions.

* From "Armed Forces Talk 232," "Jobs of
the U. S. Coast Guard," and "Extract from
the Annual Report of the Secretary of the
Treasury on the State of the Finances for
the Fiscal Year 1948."

U. S. Coast Guard photographs used
throughout this article.

Outstanding among the assistance op-

erations of the Coast Guard was the

rescue by the cutter Bibb on October

14-15, 1947, of 68 passengers and crew

from the American flying boat Bermuda

Sky Queen. This airplane, en route from

Ireland to Newfoundland, ran out of

fuel and was unable to reach Newfound-

land. The plane reversed its direction,

returned to the position of the Bibb,

which was occupying an ocean weather

station, and made an emergency landing

in the open sea. Rescue operations by

means of small boats and rafts were suc-

cessfully carried on for many hours

under difficult conditions.

Demolition charges toss a spectacular geyser
of ice and water as the crew of a Coast Guard
combat cutter blasts its way toward Greenland.
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Jacobshavn Glacier (Greenland) caught in the
act of depositing a huge iceberg into Baffin-
Bay fjord. The glacier is five miles wide at
its mouth; the berg shown here is judged to be
a mile across at the "break-off" point. Some
of the bergs pictured here are equal in area
to several square city blocks.

At the beginning and close of the

navigation season considerable assistance

was furnished to marine commerce on

the Great Lakes in the breaking of ice

for the passage of vessels. The Coast

Guard icebreaker Mackinaw, in company

with the cutter Acacia, opened a pas-

sage for 12 ice-locked ships at Buffalo

on March 17-18, 1948, and assisted them

to the westward.This was the earliest

known date in over 50 years for the

movement of shipping from Buffalo.

Three additional cutters, together with

a helicopter attached to the Mackinaw,

continued icebreaking activities in Great

Lakes harbors and through the Straits

of Mackinac.

Weather Stations. The Bibb was one

of the two ocean weather stations main-

tained in the North Atlantic Ocean dur-

ing the fiscal year. Only one such station

was maintained in the Pacific Ocean,

between the United States and Hawaii.

The number of stations has been limited

by the available funds and also by the

lack of basic legislative authority.

However, Congress, by enactment of

Public Law 738, authorized funds to in-

crease the number of ocean stations in

the Atltantic Ocean to 7^ (the "Yz"

applicable to one station maintained

jointly by the U. S. and Canada) and

in the Pacific to two. For this purpose

17 additional vessels will be manned. It

is expected that these vessels will have

been in service by June 30, 1949. These

stations are a joint Weather Bureau-

Coast Guard operation, and 15 of the

above-mentioned vessels will be on loan

from the Navy reserve fleet.

Two Coast Guard officers survey the majestic
beauty of a giant iceberg discovered floating
dcnvn toward the skip lanes. One of the duties

of the Coast Guard is to keep constant watch
against these floating hazards, so that ships
may be wa/rned of their presence in the sea
routes.

Aids to Navigation. On June 30, 1948,

the Coast Guard maintained 36,284 aids

to navigation in the navigable waters of

the United States, its Territories and

possessions. These aids consisted of

many different devices, ranging from

simple unlighted wooden spar buoys to

light stations, lightships, radio beacons,

channel markers, and loran devices

(LORAN meaning LOng Range Aid

to Navigation), and networks. In addi-

tion to loran stations in the United
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States, others are located in widely

separated and isolated localities (Green-

land. Labrador, Newfoundland, Alaska,

the Philippines, and the islands of the

Pacific) which make up networks cover-

ing the North Atlantic and North Pa-

cific oceans. The use of loran, by which

navigators on or over the sea can de-

termine their position accurately and

quickly through the medium of radio

signals transmitted from stations of

known position, and which during the

war was restricted to combatant vessels

and aircraft, is rapidly increasing in civil

aviation and maritime commerce. Al-

though located at distant and isolated

points, these loran stations are provided

frequent logistic service by cutters and

aircraft.

Search and Rescue. This was pre-

viously known as air-sea rescue and

includes towing fishing vessels or other

small craft to harbor or a place of

'Every Coast Guard station has a mascot, th-ey

say. The dogs, who did their share of work
for the war effort, also provide companionship
for Coast Guardsman in lonely stations. Canine
mother love and human sympathy are both ap-
parent in this picture.

"Manna from heaven"—that's about what cast-

aways at sea think of this Coast Guard life-

boat as it drifts down to them, its descent
slowed by three parachutes. The lifeboat con-
tains provisions sufficient to sustain 12 casta-

ways for 5 weeks, and a sail for power.

refuge, removing people from homes

threatened by the flood waters of the

Alississippi, Ohio, Columbia, etc., rivers,

going to the aid of trans-Atlantic liners

on fire or aground, and removing dere-

lict vessels and other floating dangers

to navigation.

In rescue activities a number of basic

principles and traditions are adhered to.

Assistance is rendered, without charge,

to any ship or person regardless of

nationality. The service rendered is lim-

ited only by the capabilities of the

Coast Guard's facilities. If the assistance

of a commercial vessel is offered to a

ship in distress, the Coast Guard will

stand by until danger has passed. Pri-

vate companies engaged in towing or

salvage operations are not interfered

with.

Laiv Enforcement. Originally, the

Coast Guard was the Revenue Marine,

which was established in 1799 to assure

the new Federal Government the reve-
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During the war the Coast Guard dog patrol
was of immeasurable assistance on anti-saboteur
patrols over isolated stretches of coastline.

nue from imports imposed by the first

Tariff Act. Today the Coast Guard has

many other duties along with the pro-

tection of revenue, namely, enforcement

of navigation laws, suppression of piracy

and mutiny, detection and prevention of

crimes on the high seas, and enforcement

of rules and regulations concerning

standards of safety for passengers and

crews of ships.

Merchant Marine Inspection Service.

For many years this was known as the

Steamboat Inspection Service. This

Coast Guard inspection service includes

establishing safety regulations concern-

ing design and construction of merchant

vessels, provisions for the safety and

comfort of passengers and crews, stand-

ards of proficiency for merchant-marine

officers and seamen, and signing crews

off and on ships according to the law.

During the 1948 fiscal year, 3,166 ma-

rine casualties were investigated. This

figure included 130 accidents which re-

sulted in the loss of 299 lives, only one

of which was that of a passenger on an

inspected and certificated vessel.

The licensing and certificating of

merchant marine personnel covered the

issuance of 137,017 documents, of which

44,021 were issued to men who had not

previously served in the merchant

marine.

Coast Guard Aviation. Large, con-

verted bombers and patrol boats are

used for extended searches and rescue

missions, smaller planes for other

searches and shorter errands. Helicop-

ters have been adopted because of their

special ability to hover and to land in

otherwise inaccessible areas ; and experi-

ments are being conducted to determine

if helicopters can be carried as part of

the equipment of cruising cutters.

The International Ice Patrol. In the

spring of each year surveys are made
of icebergs and of field ice moving from

Labrador and Newfoundland southward

into the shipping lanes. Cutters are held

ready to proceed, and when ice has be-

come a menace they are dispatched to

cruise the area. They send a constant

flow of reports to warn vessels of the

danger. No attempt is made to destroy

the icebergs, because gunfire has little

effect on even the smallest ones. A large

iceberg, which may weigh hundreds of

thousands of tons, is destroyed only by

drifting into warm water and melting.

Since the Patrol's inception (after the

sinking of the Titanic in 1912) there has

not been a single vessel lost because of

collision with an iceberg.

The Bering Sea Patrol. This Patrol

was discontinued during World War II

but was resumed in May, 1948, with the

assignment of the cutter Northwind to

duty under the 13th Coast Guard Dis-

trict. It is the duty of this Patrol to

render aid to distressed vessels and per-

sons, maintain aids to navigation, pro-
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The Coast Guard Cavalry also provided as-

sistance during the war in patrolling the coast

and tracking doivn attempts of enemy spies

and saboteurs to land on our shores.

Collaboration. In addition to perform-

ing duties assigned to it by law, the

Coast Guard assists other governmental

agencies whenever and wherever pos-

sible, and frequently helps in the enforce-

ment of their regulations. For instance,

at the request of the Secretary of Com-
merce, the Coast Guard makes inspec-

tions of the sponge-fishing fleet in

Florida, to insure that only sponges of

a legal size are taken. Coast Guard in-

spectors have made long cruises in

whaling vessels to insure that the re-

quirements with respect to the taking

of these animals are enforced. The Coast

Guard also enforces laws preventing

the pollution of tidal waters by oil, the

regulation of anchorages and movements

of vessels, and the patrolling of regattas.

The Coast Guard Auxiliary. This was

originally composed of owners of small

boats, but now includes owners of air-

planes and amateur radio stations. This

organization is sponsored by the Coast

tect the seal herds, and assist in the

enforcement of law and order. The Pa-

trol carries doctors and a dentist to

outposts to dispense treatment to natives

and settlers. It also carries a floating

court for the dispensation of justice, in

areas contiguous to the Bering Sea and

Arctic Ocean.

Lifesaving Stations. The difference

between lifesaving and search-and-rescue

is chiefly one of distance. The term

lifesaving usually refers to errands of

mercy along the shore or at no great

distance from it.

Since the advent of steam vessels, not

as many large ships have been driven

ashore as formerly. However, enough

small boats—and occasionally ships

—

need assistance to keep more than 100

lifesaving stations active, especially in

summer, when amateur boatmen take to

the water for cruises along the coast.

A Coast Guard sentry team standing guard
against surprise moves by the enemy in the
advanced Pacific combat area. The dog's alert

ears are far mare sensitive than man's. He
was trained to disarm an enemy and, if nec-

essary, to kill.
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Guard and holds classes in piloting, sea-

manship, and kindred subjects, and, in

emergencies, it can be ordered to duty

with the Coast Guard.

Coast Guard Strength. On June 30,

1948, Coast Guard floating units in ac-

tive commission consisted of 160 cutters

of various types, 59 patrol boats, 37

lightships, 40 harbor tugs, and 9 buoy

boats. In addition, there were 171 motor

lifeboats, 1,466 motorboats, and 2,357

nonpowered small craft in operation.

Authorized shore units as of June 30,

1948, included 9 air stations, 4 air fa-

cilities, 10 bases, 172 lifeboat stations.

446 light stations, 73 light attendant

stations, and 20 radio stations.

One yard at Curtis Bay, Md., 41

depots, and 2 supply depots afforded

maintenance facilities to the vessels, air-

craft, and shore establishments.

Of the 20,665 men who applied for

enlistment in the Coast Guard in the

fiscal year of 1948, 4,811 were enlisted,

5,612 were rejected for physical reasons,

8,287 were rejected for other reasons,

and 1,955 were accepted but failed to

enlist. Starting late in the fiscal year,

enlistments in the Coast Guard Reserve

were opened to former Coast Guard

and Coast Guard Reserve members

meeting certain qualifications.

Semper Paratus !

!^ CJ^ Q;«

^Imde Aw-jjul BlueA.

BY VIRGINIA B. WEDDLE

If you want to.drive away your blues, you can—by working this quiz. Give your-

self 10 points for each right answer. A score of 70 is good, but below 50 the blues

have got the best of you! Solution on page 1 6.

1

.

A Bluenose is:

a. a native of Nova Scotia

b. a native of Ireland

c. a native of Switzerland

2. The Bluegrass State is:

a. Maryland

b. Virginia

c. Kentucky

3. The blue devils are:

a. a kind of fish

b. a group of sailors

c. a mental depression

4. A bluejacket is:

a. a coat

b. a bird

c. a sailor

5. The Blue Hen State is:

a. New York

b. Delaware

c. Texas

6. A bluestocking is:

a. a snob

b. a woman with literary tastes

c. a chorus girl

7. A blue blood means:

a. An intelligent person

b. a person born of noble parents

c. a wealthy person

8. A blue point is:

a. a flower

b. a boat

c. an oyster



BY CLAYRE a MICHEL LIPMAN

IT was nearing ferry time and the

overland passengers to the Oakland Mole

were spotted around in groups, like well-

coached actors on a stage. The couple

with the two suitcases were conspicuous

only by their elaborately casual manners

and rigidly pleasant expressions.

The girl was pretty and blonde and

her eyes were brighter than one cared

to see. The man was tall and he lit his

pipe with the quick jerkiness of those

who have just escaped extreme youth.

"Keep your scarf around your neck

when you get on the boat, Judy," he

said. "It's cold on the bay. Fog's coming

in."

"I will. And Dick, there's some of

that roast lamb left in the refrigerator

;

and a couple of boiled potatoes. You
can warm them up together in the frying

pan. It'll save you one meal out, any-

way.

He nodded absently. "If you can think

of anything else—about the papers and

things, I mean—

"

"The lawyer will know, I suppose."

"I suppose." He drew deeply on his

pipe. "After all, dividing our property

shouldn't be very complicated. Six

months was hardly time to collect much
stuff. I'll make a list of everything and

send it to you, and you can check off

whatever you want."

"No. You check it first. As long as

we're dividing up, we're going to be

absolutely fair and 50-50. Just because

I'm a woman I've no more rights than

you. That's the modern way, isn't it,

Dick?"

"Sure, Judy," he said without en-

thusiasm. "I guess there was no sense

in hiding the facts from ourselves any

longer."

"Anyway, we tried, Dick."

"We tried. What'll you tell your

folks?"
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"The truth, of course. That our per-

sonality differences were too great to

resolve without complete disintegration

of individuality."

"Yeah. Is that from Sonderhime or

Edmondson?"

"Sonderhime, I think. Why?"
"Sometimes I wonder if we didn't read

too damn many books on getting ad-

justed to marriage, Judy. Maybe we had

the off pitch, somehow."

"Really, Dick ! Those men are au-

thorities. They've been studying about

marriage for years. If anyone should

know—

"

"Yes, yes—we've been over that a

dozen times, Judy." There came to his

mind a frequent remark of his dad's who
was also an authority. "First lessons

are the most important, son." Authori-

ties were always tossing off sizzlers that

ordinary clucks like himself never under-

stood. "What bothers me, Judy, is what

did people do before these fellows started

enlightening the world? Wasn't one

couple in a thousand got divorced
—

"

"You're not becoming difficult nozv,

are you, Dick? You know why they

didn't divorce—people weren't honest

with themselves. They just went on and

on, living a lie because they couldn't

bear the truth."

"Nothing like the truth, all right."

He put his pipe in his pocket as the

Oakland-San Francisco ferry whistle

groaned heavily. Travelers lifted their

suitcases and began moving idly toward

the gate.

"What'll you tell our friends, Dick?"

she asked, shifting the blue shoulder

strap bag a little higher.

"I hadn't thought about that. Suppose

I just say it was personality differences,

but we're still the best of friends. Kind

of too much corn?"

"I don't see why. It's the truth. We
are still the best of friends, aren't we?"

She glanced at him suspiciously. "Some-

times I don't know if you really think

this is a good thing or not."

"Certainly it's a good thing," he

protested heartily. "I don't want to live

a lie any more than you do."

"Well," she said, "well—"

"Anyway, I guess there aren't many
people who can make a decision like

this and still keep on a friendly, civilized

footing."

"I suppose there aren't, but why can't

people be modern and realistic about

things?"

"They get emotional, it says in the

books," he said, shifting his feet un-

comfortably as the ferry boat sounded

another warning blast. He thought of

the roast lamb and the two cold potatoes

they hadn't eaten last night, and the

empty apartment on Telegraph Hill, and

swallowed carefully, so she wouldn't

notice. "Be sure to say hello to the folks

for me, Judy."

"I will, and you might call Amy
Patterson and tell her I'm sorry about

that lecture next Wednesday."

"Sure." What did he do now? Say it

was nice while it lasted? Wish good

luck to this cool little stranger? Shake

hands? Kiss her? He swallowed again,

not caring whether she noticed or not,

squinting a little although the light was

not strong in the ferry building waiting

room.

"Pretty, isn't she?"

His senses alerted. He saw then what

he'd been staring at. There was a girl

standing just ahead of him ; a curvaceous

redhead in a white wool dress and short

black jacket.

"Uh-huh," he said, and in that last

minute before boat time a leavening of

guile crept through him. He let his

eyes drift lingeringly from the girl's

high-heeled black sandals to the top of

her shining head and then, slowly, back
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down. She caught his glance, and smiled

before turning away. "A dream dish,"

he agreed with enthusiasm. "And boy,

ivlmt a figure!"

The gate creaked open and the over-

land passengers began to file through.

Judy didn't appear to notice. Her small

face was alive with righteous fury. "So,

Richard Somerset McKenny ! You can't

even wait until you're rid of me until you

start wolfing!"

"After all, Judy," he said coolly,

"we're moderns. You'd hardly expect

me to spend many evenings at home with

my knitting."

"Oh! Moderns, are we? No wonder

you were so cooperative about separa-

ting. And innocent fool that I was, I

didn't see through you!"

"People, Judy. They're staring. Hush

up."

"I won't be hushed up like an old

shoe ! And you're not getting away with

this either, Dick ! Besides, she wasn't

pretty at all!"

"I didn't know," he said loftily, "that

you were going to behave like a wife."

"Don't you tell me how to behave

!

Now you just pick up those cases and

march right back to the apartment and

we'll b-b-battle it out there!"

"Well—if you insist," he grumbled,

but the words came resonant and joy-

ously from deep in his chest. "I guess I

can still take a couple more rounds."

He forced his face into a scowl, and

there came to him the knowledge of what

his father had meant when he spoke of

first lessons. He bent over to conceal

his grin, and lifted the suitcases. He
was surprised they were no longer

heavy.

Poise is the art of raising the eye-

brows instead of the roof. —Exchange

BIBLE READINGS FOR THE MONTH

(Prepared by James V. Claypool, Secy., Pro-

motion of Bible Use, American Bible Society)

THEME: Past Triumphs Are to Arouse

Present Action

1. Hebrews 12:1-13 Run the Race

2. Judges 7:1-14 . Gideon's Three Hundred

3. Judges 7:15-22 They Blew Bugles

4. Judges 14 Strong Man Samson

5. Exodus 19:3-8 ...Moses on the Mount

6. Matthew 17:1-9 .Jesus on the Mount

7. I Corinthians 1 1 :23-29 . First Communion

8. I Samuel 3:1-10 A Boy's Dream

9. I Samuel 17:1-27 David's Slingshot

10. 1 Samuel 17:28-54 . . . . In a War Camp

n. II Corinthrans 6:1-10 . .Now Is the Time

12. Isaiah 57:15-21 Peace, Peace

13. Proverbs 8:1-11 Wisdom Is Better

14. Amos 5:10-24 . . . Seek Good and Live

15. !! Corinthians 3:1-6 ...Hearts of Flesh

16. Isaiah 51 :l-8

Encouragement from the Past

17. I Peter 2:19-25 Acceptable With Cod

18. Luke 4:14-32 Jesus' Home Town
19. Psalms 124 Rescue From Enemies

20. Matthew 9:32-38 Few Laborers

21. Matthew 22:1-14 ... .A Marriage Feast

22. I Corinthians 12:4-13 . .The Same Spirit

23. I Kings 8:22-43 Solomon's Prayer

24. I Kings 8:44-61 ..Divine Benediction

25. Psalms 86 In Cod We Trust

26. Isaiah 63:7-9 . . Past Mercies Recalled

27. Ephesians 4:1-10 Crowing Up

28. Psalms 25 Guide and Protector

29. Matthew 14:1-12 John Beheaded

30. Ezekiel 34:25-28 A Covenant of Peace

31. Mark 14:1-31 Costly Perfume
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By JACK LEWIS

Be<^lnH44^ a new- tliA.ee-p.aAi ^en.iaJ,

Marine Barracks,
Quantico, Virginia
17 May 1948

Dear Goatfoot—

I received your letter and, with a

little help from the intelligence section,

managed to read it. Either learn to

print or marry a stenographer, will you ?

You ask what ever happened to

Johnny Larsen, and that is such a long

story that I'm tempted to pass it up

and say nothing. I'm only human,

though, and like to talk about my friends

as well as the next guy ; so settle down
for a siege.

Remember Randi Blake, the Holly-

wood kid star who was making a come-

back? Well, she's mixed up in this

thing I'm going to tell you about. Dig

up a picture of her and take a good

look at the girl. Knowing Johnny, you'll

know why she's involved.

We were still a day out of San Diego

on our way in from China when it all

started. Johnny was trying to catch up

on his sleep, as usual
—

"getting ready

for liberty," he said. Some of the other

fellows you will remember—Jerry Zuzac,

Joe Keifer and Moose Foster—were

playing that game where no money is

laid down but everyone keeps track of

who owes whom for the usual pay day

settlement.

I was lying in my bunk reading the

only thing I had been able to get my
hands on. One of those Hollywood fan

magazines was what it was, and three

12

months old at that. I'd read about the

longest kiss in screen history, how Shir-

ley Temple got into pictures and how
many hairs Roy Rogers' horse loses out

of his tail each year with kids yanking

them out for souvenirs, when I ran

across this story about Randi Blake.

Some press agent had grabbed at a

chance to build her stock up and had

used still shots from all her old pic-

tures plus a couple from a new picture

she was in. You know what it was.

Propaganda, public relations stuff.

I handed it down to Johnny, and

asked him if he remembered her.

"Sure. I was going to marry her

when I was ten." You know that atti-

tude he can get where women are con-

cerned. "Never did get around to meet-

ing her, though. Now the poor girl will

probably never know her loss."

That Fleet Marine Force Casanova

stuff he hands out has gotten under my
skin from time to time, and from past

experience, I know it affects other peo-

ple pretty much the same way. At first

they think this gift-to-women gab of his

is strictly talk, but when they see some

of the girls he has, they have to back

down. Remember the admiral's daughter

in San Francisco? That's the kind of

thing I mean.

Moose Foster hadn't known Johnny

as long as you and I, though, and he'd

been promoted to staff sergeant just

before we left China. He was still feel-

ing pretty cocky about that, too. "You've
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got about as much chance of meeting a

doll like that as a one-legged Indian has

in a hopscotch game," he put in. If I

know what a sneer is, Moose had one.

Johnny had ten months in rank on the

big guy, though, so he just ignored

him. He spoke to me instead.

"Too bad some joker like this had

to beat me to it." He held the magazine

for me to see and pointed to one of the

pictures at the bottom of the page. It

was Randi Blake and what this press

agent had described as "her new heart-

beat," Lynn Ashton. Remember him?

He was the guy in that movie we saw

on Guam. The one about the Marine

getting washed ashore somewhere, and

finding a girl that could out-hula Hilo

Hattie? Also how he rescued her and her

decrepit old man from a couple of bat-

talions of Japs that had set up house-

keeping in their thatched hut. That's

the boy I mean. He accomplished it all

in ten reels.

Well, nothing more was said right

then, but by chow time it was all over

the ship that Johnny Larsen was of-

fering odds that he could get a date

with Randi Blake. That was some more

of Moose's work, but it'd be tough try-

ing to trace it back to him. All a person

would have to do in cramped quarters

like that is just suggest that Johnny

would like to bet on that kind of a

thing. You know how shipboard scuttle-

butt is, Goatfoot. Before two people had

heard it, it w'ouldn't be a mere sugges-

tion any more. It would be a fact. That

is what happened here, I guess.

Johnny and I hadn't any more than

gotten into chow line, when at least

ten guys slid up to us, holding out

enough lettuce to finance a new Marine

Corps, and all of them yapping at once.

"I'm puttin' up twenty bucks, Larsen,

that says you don't get that date," Jerry

Zuzac told him. When Jerry w^as will-

ing to bet that much on a thing, it was

a sign that things were bad. Usually,

he can't dig up enough money to get

in on a ten-cent football parley.

Others were talking, too, but I was

too busy watching Johnny to pay at-

tention to them. If I hadn't been right

there in the hold with him all after-

noon, I'd have sworn he started the

whole thing himself. He didn't even let

his mouth drop open in that handsome

way of his. Instead, he just stood there

looking first at Jerry and then at me.

"I'll take it," he said finally. "Give

it to Shark. He can hold the stakes."

People came rushing at me, waving

United States Printing Office products

under my nose 'til I thought Washing-

ton, Jefferson and Abe Lincoln were

ganging up in a banzai charge.

Then was when I was sure that Moose

Foster had a hand in the affair. He
came strolling up with three months'

wages in those bear-sized paws of his

and pushed me aside.

"Wait a minute, here," he said. "Let's

do this thing right."

The typhoon of green stuff ceased

and everyone stood by to see what was

up, me included. Moose had a grin that

told on him. Johnny knew he was be-

hind the frame-up, too.

"Want in on this, Moose? You might

as well give me your money as blow-

it." Johnny was cool about it, I'll ad-

mit that.

Aioose nodded, showing him the

money. "Yeah. I'm bettin', but I think

first we should work out some rules for

this thing. Rules that will protect both

sides." He was still grinning, and it was

obvious that he wasn't that interested

in Johnny's welfare.

"We land tomorrow morning, and as

soon as we're situated we'll probably

be granted liberty. Right?"

"Right," Johnny agreed.
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"Now you say you can date this

Randi Blake?" Moose asked.

Others in the bunch were grinning

now, and I couldn't help wondering how
many were on the level and how many
were in on the rib.

"That's my bet." Johnny was riding

right along with the gag ; riding blindly,

but gracefully, you might say.

Moose shook the money he held. "My

savings of exactly $2,194.00 had been

used up in the big bet, I came through

with a little money of my own. I know
what you're probably thinking. I haven't

said anything very nice about Johnny,

but he's still my buddy. I couldn't let

him down when all those people were

yelling "put up or shut up," could I?

I sank a thousand of my own dough in

the thing. I was holding money for both

They finally broke down and told us the Blake girl was busy and just couldn't be bothered.

money says you can't get a date with

the girl within seventy-two hours after

you leave the main gate
!"

"That's not much time," Johnny

frowned. "How about a travel time al-

lowance so Shark and I can at least

get up to Los Angeles?" The things

a little vanity can get a guy into

!

That was Tuesday. Friday at noon,

Johnny and I were walking down Sun-

set Boulevard with exactly 30-days' fur-

lough. We only had seventy-one hours,

though, in which to find Randi Blake

and lure her away from Lynn Ashton

and into Johnny's arms. I say we. I

was in it, too. You see, when Johnny's

sides and myself, and I seriously con-

sidered going over the hill with it.

Don't laugh. Having almost seven thou-

sand pesos, cash money, will make a guy

think about a lot of things.

"First thing we'd better do is find a

place to stay," I suggested, but Johnny

shook his head.

"Later. The first thing we have to

do is find out where this Blake girl

lives."

"Can you think of a better place to

start than with a telephone, in a hotel

room?" I argued. "Besides, she won't

be at home, she'll be at the picture

studio."
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We got a room at the Hollywood

Arms and set that up as our base of op-

erations—for seventy-one hours, at

least.

Have you ever tried to locate a movie

star, Goatfoot? Well, friend, to recoin

an old phrase, it ain't easy. The first

thing v^e did was call all the R. Blakes

in the telephone directory. None of

them were named Randi. Then we asked

We called the studio and asked for

Randi Blake. It took a very intricate

system involving no end of "just a min-

utes" and "one moment, pleases," before

they finally broke down and told us

that the Blake girl was busy and just

couldn't be bothered. You know how
they are. Accommodating enough, but

very unsure of everything including the

name of the studio.

You know how they are. Accommodating enough, but very unsure of everything.

the operator, and she was downright

insulting in spite of what the Bell Com-
pany's ads might say about friendly,

intelligent service. The woman was most

uncooperative, and if she knew the num-

ber at all, it must have been classified

as Top Secret.

Sitting there on the bed in our room,

Johnny pleaded with her, told her all

about it being life and death and did

everything short of propose. Still no

number. After about twenty more min-

utes of haggling, though, Johnny did

dig the number of Zenith Films out of

her. That, of course, we could have

found listed in the directory.

That was enough to make me feel a

bit discouraged and I suggested that we
retire to the coffee shop and plot our

next move. Johnny agreed to that, since

neither of us had had a fresh egg all the

way back from China. Scrambled,

poached, boiled and otherwise, I had a

desire for them.

After roughly a dozen apiece in the

coffee shop, we felt a lot better and

had formed a friendship with our waiter,

an individual identified as Scrubby. He
was a little bald fellow with watery

blue eyes and an age that could have

ranged anywhere from forty to sixty.

During his scurrying back and forth be-
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tvveen the kitchen and our table he

-had picked up the drift of our conversa-

tion and knew most of our troubles.

"Maybe I can help you," he told us,

as I tucked a fifty-cent tip under my
plate. "There is a cab driver hangs

.around here that knows where most of

the movie people live. I'll get hold of

liim for you."

The driver that Scrubby brought must

liave been a movie actor out of a job.

He was a dead ringer for every cabby

I've ever seen in a movie, big, ugly

and Brooklynish.* You'd almost expect

him to break out in a running series

'of wisecracks to look at him.

"Scrubby's told me about youse," he

told us. I was right. He was from

Brooklyn, "Jus' who're youse tryin' to

iind?"

Johnny told him about our predica-

ment and ordered him a cup of coffee

to hold him while we finished eating.

Listening, the driver nodded at what

Tarsen told him.

"That's easy. I'll take you out to

where she lives in nothing flat ! It'll

cost five bucks, though."

Johnny agreed to that. After all, the

phone calls we'd made in chasing down
•every R. Blake in Los Angeles County

had cost almost that much.

Once in the cab, our driver settled

down to several minutes of reading and

leafing through half a dozen booklets

"he dug out of the glove compartment.

Finally, though, he dropped them in the

seat beside him and pulled out into

traffic.

We headed west on Sunset Boulevard,

passing Earl Carroll's and a couple of

radio stations before we hit the Strip.

That's where all those big night clubs

are. You know, the ones where it costs

you a month's pay at the door and then

your life savings to do something once

you're in. We went on out past them

and were almost to Beverly Hills, when
our driver swung off on a side street

and pulled up in front of a little white

house.

"This is it," he said. He was paid

and on his way again before I got up

nerve enough to tell Johnny that the

book he'd looked up the address in was
the Tourist's Guide to Hollywood,

priced on every newsstand in town at

two bits.

"You mean we could have bought one

and saved all that five-buck charge he

threw at us?" he asked. He looked at

me as if it had been my fault. He gave

me the same look again fifteen seconds

later when a little white-haired lady

answered the door we knocked on.

"We're looking for Randi Blake,

ma'am," Johnny told her, giving her his

best little-old-lady smile. She smiled

back.

"I'm sorry, boys, but she hasn't lived

here in three years. I don't know where

she lives now."

Well—Goatfoot—it's about time for

me to get ready for my corporal-of-the-

guard stint, so I'll conclude for now
and tell you more about this thing the

next time I write.

Your old buddy,

Shark Malone

SOLUTION TO "BLUES" QUIZ
(Found on page 8)

1. a; 2. c; 3. c; 4. c; 5. b; 6. b; 7. b; 8. c.
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]y^Y, but you must be brave to ride

in that frail thing," an elderly lady said

to me as I was paddling along the lake

shore. I forget what I replied, but that

is a typical impression many people have

of canoes.

The papers are so full of canoe fa-

talities every summer that many people

regard them as instruments of certain

death. The experienced canoeist knows

this to be a fallacy. The man or woman
who enjoys this pleasant recreation and

has made a study of the art of canoeing

has no fear of the outdoor sport.

The canoe has a long and proud

tradition which dates back to the misty

ages of early man. The origin of the

canoe is shrouded in mystery. When the

first explorers came to the New World
they watched with amazement as the

Indian maneuvered his birch bark dex-

terously through rapids and dangerous

rivers.

Knowing a good thing when they

saw it, these hardy adventurers soon

familiarized themselves with this light

craft and used it extensively. History

books are full of incidents in which the

canoe was used to good advantage. Ev-

eryone had read about the long, tedious

trips of Pere Mar-

quette, a Jesuit mis-

sionary, and Louis

Joliet, a French fur

trader who in 1673 '

discovered the Mis-

sissippi River. These

two men covered

hundreds of miles

through land and

water with epoch-

making results. Such

an important journey

would have been im-

possible without the

aid of the canoe.

Canoes come in several lengths

—

from about ten feet to the large war

canoe. There are many manufacturing

concerns which specialize in the building

of canvas-covered canoes. Perhaps the

most popular is the "Old Town," a good,

tried and true craft. It handles nicely

and has been a well-known brand for

several generations. The war canoe

most likely derived its name from the

war canoe of the Indians, which seated

twelve to fourteen braves who were out

for no good. Such a large canoe is now

used primarily at boy's camps and is

not practical for the average enthusiast.

Always beware of the narrow, long

canoe. This requires proper balance and

coordination. Once you lose your equi-

librium you're due for a wetting, so

pass up this design unless you are a

veteran at the sport.

The ideal craft is one at least seven-

teen feet long, three feet from gunwale

to gunwale at the center, and with a

fairly fiat, curved bottom. This is an

all-purpose canoe and one of the best-

balanced canoes obtainable. Having used

one for a number of years, I can vouch

for this design.

For the enjoyment one g'^ts from

17
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owning a canoe, the cost is relatively

small. The average canoe can be bought

for $200 or thereabouts. A good used

canoe can be had for about $50. Paint,

varnish, and patches will do wonder.s

on an old canoe.

Since the war, new types of canoes

J^

The wise canoeist will shun rough water.

have been advertised and displayed. One
which has gained much publicity is the

aluminum canoe. Whether it is on a par

with the old stand-by canvas-covered

canoe is yet to be seen.

To outfit a canoe, whether for ro-

mance or sport, most essential are two

good paddles. The novice doesn't know
one paddle from another; so, to en-

lighten this individual, a short, broad

blade is always used in the rear, the

long, narrow blade in the front of the

canoe. To put it nautically, the aft pad-

dle is the short one, the fore the long

one. Never use a good paddle as a

pusher when in shallow water, as it

blunts the blade and often cracks the

thin wood.

Other necessary equipment includes a

back rest, cushions and canoe glue for

patching. It is an excellent idea to buy

cushions that will double as life pre-

servers. They come in handy when the

girl friend becomes overenthusiastic and

starts picking pretty water lilies.

If the canoe owner is careful, he will

avoid having to make many minor re-

pairs. When getting into a canoe, step

lightly and never jump in. As canoes

are made of thin material, the floor

boards will not withstand harsh treat-

ment. Ask the lady friend to change her

high-heeled slippers if she weighs an

ounce over 85 pounds, or they will surely

puncture the bottom.

Be careful of rocks in shallow wa-

ter, as sharp stones will scrape and cut

your canvas. If you intend to beach a

canoe on a rocky shore, get out first

to lighten the weight, and tow it in if

possible. It is a good idea to find a

small, round log and to place it under

the keel of the canoe to act as a roller,

when hauling in the canoe.

Many amateurs create a situation by

leaving one foot on the dock and one

in the canoe. The result ends on a wet

The heavier person should sit in the rear.

note as the canoe slides away from the

dock, thereby making the canoeist do a

split, and into the water he goes.

Many writers state flatly never to

change places in a canoe. "This depends

upon the situation," as they say in the

Army. If amateur canoeists are in deep

water, this rule should be acted upon.

In fact, a greenhorn should take care

and be on the alert as soon as he or she

steps into a canoe.
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The speed boat is always a worry to

the canoeist. Its backwash can easily

swamp the canoe and tip it over if the

aft man is not on the ball. To combat

tliis hazard the canoeist must continually

be on the alert to gauge the speed of

the oncoming boat and know when to

swing the canoe in order to split the

rush of waves squarely. Never, never let

the waves hit the canoe broadside, but

always at the point of the craft. Most

canoes will ride the waves like a cork

if handled correctly, so have no fear.

It is always a bad practice to tie

up the canoe in the vicinity of speed

boats or rough water. The waves will

fill the canoe and batter the canvas.

The wise canoeist will play safe and

not venture far from land when the

water gets too rough. Ofttimes the wind

kicks up waves, which presents a

ticklish situation. This is handled the

same way as with the racing speed boats.

Hit the waves squarely with the nose

of the canoe. If the amateur is ever

caught alone in a strong breeze, he will

keep going in circles. To overcome this

merry-go-round existence, he should

kneel in the center of the canoe and

paddle first on one side and then an-

other, and he'll reach home safely.

There is more to paddling than just

pulling the blade through the water.

The paddle is grasped firmly with the

rjii/Dnrrrrr^

Many just yell for help.

fingers of the right hand over the wide

handle knob. The left hand grasps the

paddle about two feet down, holding it

in a natural position. Each stroke

should be free and easy—pushing with

the right arm and pulling with the left.

The paddle should not scrape the canoe

and should enter and leave the water

in a precise and clear-cut motion. Of

course, when you paddle on the opposite

side of the canoe, you must also change

the position of your hands. When you

paddle on the left, it forces the canoe

to the right. Your partner in front,

therefore, should paddle on the right.

This will help keep a straight course.

The heavier person should always sit

in the rear, as this aids in steering.

Once a canoe is tipped over in deep

water, it is difficult to right and bail

out. Many experienced canoeists just

hang on and yell bloody murder for

help. That is one way. If you are a long

distance from shore, and you are not

a strong swimmer, that is the best thing

to do. The louder you yell, the quicker

you will be picked up.

One way to right the craft, after

you've recovered from your surprise at

the sudden ducking, is to reach up with

both hands and grasp the keel at the

middle of the canoe, and force it right

side up. You may even have to reach

over and grab the opposite side, if the

suction is strong.

When it is righted, the craft will be

nearly full of water, which should be

partially emptied before you climb in.

This can be accomplished by placing

your weight at one end and bearing

down heavily. This will, in turn, raise

the opposite end and some of the excess

water will drain off. Then you climb in

and bail out as best you can. A maneu-

ver of this kind should be practiced in

shallow water before it is attempted in

deep water.



The Padre and the Garden
By HAROLD HELPER

1 T was true that it was the time of

harvest and that it was appropriate to

gather things from the ground and yet

it was with critical stares that passers-

by observed the padre bent over and

toiling away in his bean garden. For it

was a well-known fact that the body

of poor Manuel Gussani, full of stab

wounds and covered with a sheet, lay

by the altar in the church awaiting the

last rites on this earth.

In the village of Sambreno, which is

midway between Alonterey and Mexico

City, it is the custom for the rites for

the dead to be held at sundown and

thus there were still a few hours before

the padre need be at the church ; but

yet it did not seem to be too fitting that

he should be harvesting away at his

garden. As someone remarked, "It is

not only that the air is filled with the

tragedy of a kind old man cut down
by the knife of an assassin ; but there

is an innocent man in jail who is to be

executed for the crime."

The person being referred to was

Rudolpho Juarez. The jederales had ar-

rested Rudolpho for the murder of

Manuel Gussani, for Rudolpho was the

last one to have been seen talking with

him. It was well known that Manuel

Gussani had just won 10,000 pesos in

a lottery, and 1,000 pesos—more than

he ever had had at one time in his life

—

was found in the possession of Rudolpho.

The jederales said that undoubtedly

Rudolpho had killed the old man for his

money, put some of it in his pockets

and buried the rest.

Rudolpho admitted that the money
had belonged to the old man. But he

20

said that Manuel Gussani had lent it

to him so that he might purchase some

land. For a man to lend another 1,000

pesos these days is as rare as cactus

without prickles ; still almost everyone,

except the jederales, believed Rudolpho

Juarez. He was a nice fellow who liked

nothing better than to strum his guitar

and make up songs. Whenever he did

work a day in the field he always

bought chocolate bars for the children.

He had talked about obtaining some

land because he wished to establish an

outdoor theater where wandering mu-

sicians and actors might perform. Such

a man, the people said, even if the

jederales called him "a loafer and idle

dreamer," was not one to stab the life

out of an old man. Even Carlos Gus-

sani, the nephew of the dead man, said,

"My heart beats with anguish at the

thought of the foul thing done my be-

loved uncle. And yet I hold no rancor

for Rudolpho Juarez. I cannot believe

that he would do such a thing." And

Carlos was generally sullen about ev-

erything and everybody.

So perhaps the reason that people

looked askance at the padre bent over

in his garden was not so much that he

was gathering his crops so close to the

time that he would be officiating at the

most solemn of all rites, but that he

should be carrying on so matter-of-factly

when there was so much amiss. And

everyone remembered how Rudolpho

was always visiting the padre and play-

ing for him on his guitar sweet church

hymns.

But there was one thing that could

be said for the padre : he was in church
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on time. When the hour of sunset ar-

rived and people filed into the church

the padre was already at the altar

standing in front of the sheeted body.

Nearly everyone in the village of

Sambreno was at the church, as was to

be expected, and there were few dry

eyes. Carlos Gussani. the nephew, stood

very still and white.

The padre moved over to the center

of the altar and began :

"We are gathered together to pay

moving. Xot in the way that a person

would ordinarily move a sheet, but in

a strange, shivering, pulsating way.

After a moment of hushed awe, the

padre's voice rang out high and clear.

"There is something wrong, something

foully wrong."

He crossed himself. "The soul of the

departed is restless. I am a mere man.

I cannot say what dreadful thing may

next follow. .
."

The church was filled with a fearful

Tlie padre's eyes were open wide and he was gaping as if transfixed.

last tribute to a very fine old gentleman

who has been in our midst many, many

3'ears but even so leaves this sorrowing

village prematurely.

"But the Lord's way is the Lord's

way," he went on and then suddenly

his voice dropped almost to a whisper.

"And ... it ... is .. . not . . . for

... us ... to .. . question . . .

His . . . wisdom."

The padre's eyes were open wide and

he was gaping as if transfixed. The

eyes of the mourners followed the gaze

of the padre and soon everyone stood

as if rooted to the spot.

The sheet over the dead man was

silence again and then suddenly someone

cried out

:

"I cannot stand it any longer. I must

tell the truth. It is I who am the real

culprit, it is I who plunged the knife

into the body of the old man. .
."

The words came from Carlos Gussani.

He went on to cry out for forgiveness,

to say that when he had found out

that his uncle had given part of his

money, which he considered his heri-

tage, to Rudolpho he had become filled

with an overpowering anger and had

killed the old man and taken the rest,

of the money away from him.

After Carlos had been led off to jail
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and the excitement of the moment had vesting in his garden you will not send

subsided, the padre, turning with a wry so many sour glances his way."

smile to his parishioners, said from the He then lifted the sheet, and all around

altar, "And now my friends, I hope that the body lay hundreds and hundreds

next time your old padre is out har- of freshly-plucked jumping beans.

$ $ $

In an effort to find out just what our readers want in The Link, the editorial staff in a

recent issue announced a "Link Popularity Contest," for which blanks were provided for

the continuation, in 25 words or less, of the sentence, I read The Link because—. The
judges have made their decisions, and here they are. Ladies and gentlemen, the winnahs!

I READ THE LINK BECAUSE

—

FiRST PRIZE ($10.00)

—The Link gives me mental and spiritual balance through its wholesome stories,

informative articles, humor, and religious department; don't change any of it.

Marion Sachen, Chicago, Illinois

SECOND PRIZE ($5.00)

—it's written understandably for everybody; it's a pathfinder to the Kingdom of

Cod and a real link between Christians all over the world.

Ccrd L. Froede, Berlin, Germany

THIRD PRIZE ($1.00 each to five runners-up)

—like a valued friend's visits it tells me about people, places and things dear to

me with comforting warmth found in no other source.

Allene Smith, U. S. Veterans Hospital, Oteen, North Carolina

— it is straight from the shoulder and realistically inspirational in a postwar world

that is only too often lacking in these vital qualities!

Paul David March, U. S. Veterans Hospital, Louisville, Kentucky

— it is clean, it is uplifting, it is nonprofit-making; it leads a fellow up to some-
thing good, noble, grand—often to his Cod.

J. Percy Amee, Kittery Point, Maine

—it develops in mind and heart a true vision of Christ, the one link between Cod
and man, through which flow spiritual truth and strength.

Mrs. L. W. Shultz, No. Manchester, Indiana

—sickness in body brought spiritual deterioration and although not a religious

man I find Link answers many personal questions through a search for Cod.

Carl D. Boland, Jr., U. S. Veterans Hospital, Castle Point, New York

It was extremely difficult to evaluate all the replies, and the editorial staff appreciates

the thought which you all put into your entries. Because there were so many deserving

answers we are sending a six-months' subscription to The Link to each of four additional

contestants. Their entries will be printed from time to time in Link's pages.



By Raymond Alusser

Fraternization was a hot sub-

ject around Niirnberg in those first

weeks after V-E Day ; but chaplains

were called upon to set a good example,

so we put off our clergy colleagues when

they invited us in for tea. For ten weeks

we dealt with each other professionally

—we using their chapels and cathedrals,

they hoping the conqueror would warm
up to his cousin of the cloth.

Then the ban on fraternization was

lifted. Chaplain Edwin H. Hughes, Jr.,

and I accepted a kind invitation on the

part of several of the Alethodist ministers

of the Niirnberg District to a social tea

and round-table conference. We met

at the apartment of Pastor Wilhelm

Korber, pastor-supply at several preach-

ing points now that his own Zion's

Church was rubble. When our jeep

wound through the wreckage and ar-

rived at Sultbackerstrasse 87, the half-

destroyed rows of apartments did not

appear to be habitable
;
yet the few with

roofs left were crowded with German
families, attic to basement.

Frau Korber, who had studied in

America, led the social part. The two

Korber frauleins of 18 and 16 were

typical buxom, blonde, round-faced girls

with lovely transparent Nordic skin.

Alary played a batch of Bach on the

piano and Martha served us flat-tasting

pastries with fruit filling, and tea.

Pastor Korber said he "appreciated

our visit so soon after the war, to feel

God's love and to realize Christian

brotherhood." We two American min-

isters were the first to "give us the con-

viction that no war will overcome the

community of Christ's Church." He drew

out his three colleagues one by one

:

one the superintendent of the Mary and

Martha Methodist Hospital ; another was

just released from an American Army
prisoner-of-war camp at Litz, Austria

;

still another was the district superintend-

ent. Each pastor told us of the rigors

of Naziism and the dangers of the bomb-

ings. The hospital was so completely

destroyed that it could work on only

ten percent efficiency, and its million-

dollar expansion plans dated 1939 were

pigeonholed, perhaps permanently. The
district superintendent was traveling by

bicycle even as far as Stuttgart, trying^

to find church congregations and preach-

ers, and buildings to house both. The
ex-soldier was being appointed that day

to several preaching appointments.

And there was a knock on the door.

The Germans nearly jumped through

the ceiling

!

Now to people who preserve freedom

23
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from fear, and who keep clear in their

consciences, a knock on a door is an

announcement of a friend's approach.

It is welcome. But a knock on a door

in Niirnberg in 1945, when your ex-

pected guests were all in, created mental

panic. Hitler was too recently dead. . . ,

Conversations stopped. In the deathlike

silence blue Teutonic eyes met ; the

pastor-host arose, cracked the door, then

stepped outside into a cataract of German
words rattled off by an excited voice.

We two Americans tried to go on with

the conversation, but all ears and heart-

beats were attuned to the dialogue just

outside the door. Our eyes met, and wc,

too, fell silent.

In a moment the door came ajar, and

Pastor Korber—of all things—called

for me. I excused myself, and followed

him and a uniformed Methodist dea-

coness into his study. He shut the door.

In a nutshell, this is the story I pieced

together. Last night Eugen, the sister's

brother, had knocked on her Niirnberg

door, and, having stepped inside, fainted.

He had slept till noon. Then she fed him,

bathed him, and garnered his story.

Within the week Eugen had escaped a

Russian PW^ camp, hid in the daytime

and walked westward at night, swim-

ming rivers, living off garden vegetables,

dodging guards at bridges and road

intersections. With the instinct and stout

heart of a homing pigeon, he had made

it. Even with an SS tattoo. . . .

Eugen had once been a leading Meth-

odist youth. At graduation he joined the

Guards (Schutz Staffel) with his bud-

dies. There was a noticeable effort to

"make it inconvenient" for him to con-

tinue his church leadership. He had a

falling out with his commander, which

resulted in his resignation from the SS.

However, in 1939 his class was called

up, and he was offered a commission.

He flatly refused to fight the Western

powers, which he called Christian. He
was sent against Russian troops, and was
a faithful and efficient panzer officer.

A thousand times he had prayed God
to spare his life; a thousand times he

promised God he would give his spared

life to the Church.

Now . . . Could I, a Methodist minister

of the conquerors, persuade the American

Military Government to free him, de-

spite the incriminating SS tattoo?

Brother, I had to think straight and

fast. Of course, the officer would have

to give himself up. But before he did,

let pastor and sister prepare a signed

report on the man's life from 1935 to

1945. He would have to go to Stalag 13

right there in Niirnberg to await a re-

turn on the report, no doubt.

The sister left on the run, her loose

dress and bonnet a-blowing. We went

back to our tea and talk.

Next Sunday, Sister Helene sat with

my GI congregation in the Methodist

Chapel out at Furth. I studied her face

to try to guess the outcome of her trip

to AMG, and the face that should have

been sober smiled. That convinced me

of good news. After service she cornered

me in the courtyard, and her effervescent

joy caught the attention of my men and

embarrassed me no end—but be that as

it may, a 25-year-old girl as happy and

as grateful as Eugen's sister is about as

pretty a thing as God ever created

!

Eugen was free ! The conqueror had a

heart ! God had kept a covenant, and

the AMG would not thwart young

Eugen's part in completing the contract.

Now in Niirnberg a new Methodist

minister goes visiting from door to door.

He has a knock which is his very own,

and his members recognize it, and hurry

to welcome him.

God bless each knock on those Niirn-

berg doors.



BY HENRY ALLEN MORRIS

1 HE Ringling Brothers-Barnum and

Bailey Circus was started from scratch

and built by hard work, loyalty, and good

management into an American institu-

tion.

Despite the ill luck that has happened

to the circus in recent years—-including

the wholesale poisioning of elephants a

few years back, and the disastrous fire

at Hartford, Conn., in which almost 175

persons lost their lives—the show is

now in its sixty-sixth season and still

the biggest show on earth, despite a

layout so changed that it is doubtful if

any of the late Ringling brothers would

recognize the circus if they could see it

as it is today.

There were five Ringling brothers who
organized, and were active in, the man-

agement of the early Ringling circus.

They were the sons of a German har-

nessmaker named Rungling, and lived

during their boyhood at MacGregor,

Iowa, and Baraboo, Wisconsin. They
changed their name and started in the

amusement game when hardly out of

school.

Attending a performance by a travel-

ing concert troupe one night, the Ring-

ling boys became so enthusiastic that

they decided to organize a like company

of their own. Their first venture was a

variety show, with Otto Ringling play-

ing the tuba, John the cornet and bass

viol, Charles the trombone, and Alfred

the drums. This show was organized in

1882 and met with immediate success.

Two years later the Ringlings entered

the circus business by purchasing a

small circus that had become stranded.

The first appearance of what was to

become the "world's largest circus and

menagerie" was given on May 19, 1884,

in the jail yard in Baraboo. Three

wagons and ten horses were used to

transport this show from town to town.

25
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The show played one-night engage-

ments in Iowa, Wisconsin, and the Da-

kotas. After the evening performance,

the brothers helped tear down the show,

load it on wagons, then drive all night

to the next town, with John driving the

first wagon and laying out the route. As

the organization grew, he became traffic

manager, and his knowledge of routes

played a large part in the show's

growth and expansion. In time, after the

death of his brothers, John Ringling

became owner and manager of the show.

The growth of the Ringling circus

was truly amazing. In 1890 the show

had become so large that it was placed

on rails. In 1907, the Barnum and Bailey

circus was purchased and combined with

the show. In 1929, John Ringling pur-

chased the properties of the American

Circus Corporation, which controlled six

large circuses in the midwest. These

shows were kept on the road under

their own titles, and from 1929 until the

time of his death in 1936, every large

railroad show on the road belonged to

the Ringling interests.

Throughout these years the Ringlings

were pioneers in the field of clean amuse-

ment. Vulgarity in any form they hated.

It was always their proudest boast that

there was never a feature of a Ringling

circus objectionable to women and chil-

dren. In fact, in their early days, the

brothers were called "Sunday School

Showmen" by their rivals because they

would not carry short-change artists and

pickpockets with their show.

Of all the brothers, John Ringling was

the most widely known. He was a low-

voiced, quiet man who loved history,

literature, and the arts. During his last

years he lived in a home on the shores

of a Florida bay, where his hobby was
the collecting of original paintings. De-

spite his wealth at the time, he was some-

what bashful, and was one of the hardest

men in the country to interview.

While manager of the circus bearing

his name, John was said to know the

name and salary of each of his thousands

of employees. Extravagant on one hand,

tight-fisted on the other, he would ex-

pend a large sum for some rare beast to

add to his menageries, then haggle over

the price of a board to be used in

building a cage for it. As a heritage of

his early days, horses were his first love

in the animal world. At one time over

700 of the world's most perfect horses

were carried by the big show alone.

During his lifetime the charities of

"Mister John" were immense. At Sara-

sota, Florida, where he built his home

and maintained one of his circus farms

(he had others at Peru, Indiana, and

Baldwin Park, California), he built the

Ringling Museum of Art, which cost

several million, and which was filled

with priceless paintings. He founded the

Ringling Art School, and was the organ-

izer of the yearly Sarasota pageant. With

Tex Rickard he built the new Madison

Square Garden in New York City. For

years he permitted the public to visit

the large zoo on his circus farm for a

small admission fee, and used the pro-

ceeds for the assistance of the poor and

needy in his city.

At the time of his death, John Ringling

was 69 years of age
;
president of three

railroads, director of several others

;

director of a large bank; and a former

director of the Madison Square Garden

Corporation.



Off the Records

By JOEY SASSO

TOP CLASSICAL RECORDS:

"Strauss Overtures". . . The Philadel-

phia Orchestra, conducted by Eugene

Ormandy. Two 12-inch records, Colum-

bia. These overtures to two of the waltz

king's loveliest operettas contain some of

Strauss' most enchanting music. The

overture to Die Fledermaus is a pot-

pourri which holds no less than seven

of the principal songs in the work, in-

cluding the irresistible "Fledermaus

Waltz." The overture to The Gypsy

Baron is also a compilation of the

gypsy-like melodies and the delectable

waltzes which fill that score. Under the

direction of Eugene Ormandy, the Phil-

adelphia Orchestra captures to perfection

the romance and sparkle of the two

operettas.

Rachmaninoff : "Vocalise". . . Ravel

:

"Menuet" . . . Tansman : "Mouvement

Perpetuel"—Jascha Heifetz, violinist,

with Emanuel Bay at the piano, RCA
Victor Red Seal. An example of where

the human voice and the violin meet on

common ground is revealed in a new

RCA Victor single recording of Rach-

maninoff's "Vocalise, Op. 34, No. 14."

Originally composed as a song without

words, the "Vocalise" offers the singer

a typically fine Rachmaninoff melody to

be sung with all the vocal skill the

singer can master. Transcribed for the

violin, the same requirement applies.

Heifetz plays the piece with a "singing"

tone that breathes in its lifelike luster,

yet with a refinement the human voice

could hardly equal. Two engaging encore

pieces take up the reverse side of this

recording. One is the "Menuet," tran-

scribed from Ravel's "Sonatine for

Piano." Its impressionistic beauties are

high lighted by the fine accompaniment

provided by Emanuel Bay. The other,

"Alouvement Perpetuel," by Tansman,

is an exciting show-piece that Heifetz

tosses off with characteristic elan. With
his violin muted, playing spiccato, the

effect is like an angry bee buzzing around

a banjo player. It is the type of encore

we generally rate as sure-fire.

TOP RECORD FOR THE MONTH:

"Need You". . . "Three Wishes"—
Introducing Bob Crosby, Columbia. The
affable singing Master of Ceremonies on

CBS' popular "Club 15" show makes his

bow on the Columbia label. Bob began

his musical career by winning amateur

singing contests, hit the stage, night

club and radio big time as leader of

several bands of "Bobcats." On this

initial Columbia release, Bob chooses

the new romantic ditty, "Need You,"

that first leaped into popularity on the

West Coast, has now caught on all

over the country. Bob expends his

"Three Wishes" on a gal, a romance,

and a dream house. A neat melodic as

well as sentimental package, with back-

grounding by The Crew Chiefs, and

Jerry Gray's Orchestra, all from the

"Club 15" cast, accompany Mr. C.

"Midnight Serenade". . . "Pin-Striped

Pants"—Tex Beneke, RCA Victor.

Topside is one of the ever-popular Glenn

Miller standards, refurbished to glisten

like a new string of pearls, in Tex
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Beneke's '49 version for RCA Victor.

The maestro's music-making has a lush

splendor with some sterling solo sax

passages which make this an outstanding

click disc. The flipover is a very cute

novelty, with Tex's vocal featured as he

ingratiatingly tells a story about the

guy who stole his gal, and his pin-

striped pants, too

!

"Little Boy Bop Go Blow Your
Top". . . "Ensenada"—Dave Barbour,

Capital. The first side is an original

bop instrumental. The orchestral work
is supplied by Dave Barbour, high

lighting Dave on the guitar, Ray
Linn's trumpet, and Heinie Beau's

clarinet. The reverse is mood form in

modern vein well done by Dave and

his orchestra.

"The Peanut Vendor". . . "My Heart

at Thy Sweet Voice"—Noro Morales,

M-G-M. "Ole, Noro, Ole !" You may not

be able to say it in Spanish, but you'll

shout "bravo" for this new Morales

coupling ! "Peanut Vendor" is familiar

to everyone, but Noro adds a dash it

hasn't had before. A chanty vocal, an
amazingly flexible band, and heavy use

of muted brass turn it into one of the

smoothest bits of Latin-listening in years.

The plattermate is adapted from an aria

in Saint-Saens' Samson and Delilah.

There is a natural, magical melodic line

here, and Noro uses softened instru-

mentation and .an intertwining piano to

spin it delicately into a fine danceable

rhumba that uses every note of melody

to advantage.

"Gator Tail," Parts 1 & 2 . . . Cootie

Williams, Mercury. Cootie, one of our

country's greatest jazz trumpet players,

and his fine band produce two of the

most exciting "jump" sides ever waxed.

Cootie, who made his reputation first

with Duke Ellington, and then with

Benny Goodman, has produced in this

disc an exciting addition to anybody's

jazz record collection. It features the

dynamic tenor sax work of Willis

Jackson, a musician who we predict will

soon be counted among the giants of

his instrument.

Just recently NBC, together with the Veteran's Administration, came up with a

new television program called "Operation Success." At the first broadcast, two

disabled vets, trained in the V.A. vocational rehabilitation program, demonstrated

their skills with amazing results. The two are Michael V. Spinelli of Brooklyn, New
York, who got a giant-sized foot wound in France, and William C. Sumner of

Patchoque, L. I., who was laid low by malaria in North Africa. Spinelli, who has

been studying draftsmanship for two years, completed a working drawing of a

house in full view of his television audience. Sumner, trained as an automobile

mechanic, repaired part of a racing car. During that broadcast, all four lines at the

V.A. headquarters were jammed with calls—300 of them—offering jobs not only

to Spinelli and Sumner, but also to other disabled vets qualified as draftsmen and

mechanics. And here's the pay-off. There are going to be a lot more broadcasts like

this one—to give handicapped vets in the New York area, still unemployed, a chance

to get a whack at jobs suited to their talents. More power to television!

—). George Fredman



LIM LUES

By The E<riU>r

Who Killed Cock Robin?

Once upon a time the answer was,

"/," said the sparrozv,

"With my hozv and arrow . .
."

But not so in the Who-dun-it which

took place at the home of Dr. Fred E.

Reissig, executive secretary of the

Washington Federation of Churches. As
the executive and his wife breakfasted

one morning to the accompaniment of

the radio, they heard a strange thumping

noise somewhere about the house. Upon
looking both high and low. Dr. Reissig

found a young robin flying and pecking

furiously at his own reflection in one

of the basement windows.

To human beings, a thing like this

looks so stupidly futile that one's first

guess is, the bird will soon tire and go

away. On casually looking again the

next morning, Dr. Reissig, to his sur-

prise, found the bird—dead. The robin

had come to his untimely end as a re-

sult of fighting an imaginary enemy, or,

if not imaginary, then in reality himself.

It may conceivably be that when we
mortals see ourselves as we really are.

it makes us feel like fighting. The trouble

is that we usually feel like fighting some-

one else. It is always easier to put the

blame on someone else. That is what the

robin thought he was doing. Like the

man who lies, as a writer long ago

pointed out, he himself suff'ers the first

penalty. The penalty is that the liar

then can never believe or trust anyone

else. He builds his own purgatory.

So we mortals draft our own army of

imaginary enemies. Someone is speaking

evil of us, perhaps ? Or writing uncom-

plimentary remarks? Or otherwise con-

tributing to our failures? But by vvhat

token are we so important to others?

We allow our anxieties and worries to

magnify our own importance—we are-

carried away perhaps by the delusion

that the swath we cut is so wide others

may not like it. Or perchance, that the

swath is so narrow, others will have

contempt for it. We spin our wheels, we
bite our nails, we haggle those about us,

we put the worst instead of the best

construction on the words and actions-

of others. We fly and peck at our own
reflections. What a pity we do not go

about our own business with a bit of

patience and good will. Some day we
may break our necks on the unyielding

mirror 'of our own image.

Long ago Shakespeare put it this way :

"Nothing is, but thinking makes it so."

An Old Testament writer said it thusly,

"As a man thinketh in his heart, so is-

he."

O o o

I READ THE LINK BECAUSE—
— I am an omnivorous reader and like good, clean, interesting and authentic litera-

ture. Link fills the bill—so unlike modern trash.

Mrs. j. C. Hampton, Columbia, S. C,

(Mrs. Hampton's entry in the "Link Popularity Contest" won a six-months' subscription to-

The Link.)
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The Way of a Man with a Maid

By FREDERICK W. BRINK

Wherever servicemen gather and

wherever they go on Hberty or leave, the

talk always drifts around to women.

They describe the girl back home or

compare notes on the eligible girls of the

liberty town, or recount "triumphs" over

girls of more or less doubtful virtue, or

just tell imaginary stories. Whatever it

is they have to say, the "way of a man
with a maid" sooner or later becomes a

part of the conversation.

Unfortunately, the way of a service-

man with a maid is too often the way of

conquest. The sailor who seeks to have

a girl in every port or the soldier who
seeks to have a girl in every leave town

are both traditional. But just being

traditional does not mean that they are

to be congratulated. A multitude of con-

quests, or just one, docs not necessarily

indicate manhood. The barmaid, or the

dance hall pickup, or the street walker

who agrees to spend a night of intimate

relations with the man in uniform, is

doing nothing more than satisfying a

passion or earning some money. She is

not paying any tribute to the service-

man's manhood.

Man and woman are so designed that

they can satisfy each other's desires

and passions and can find a measure of

personality fulfillment in each other

when they do so. In His wisdom, God
makes this possible. A real man will

want to reserve that satisfaction and

fulfillment for one person, and will want

to use his powers along the lines for

which they are actually intended. Some-

times it is easy to forget that there were

definite intentions in the plan of God

30

when He made man and woman as He
did.

Let's look at what God evidently in-

tended should be the way of a man with

a maid

:

I. God intended fundamentally that

the way of a man with a maid zvould

be guided by a deliberate resolve to keep

all activities and attitudes on a level

from which could come advancement for

both of them.

In the serviceman's vernacular this

simply means that such relationships

as "shack-ups" are taboo. It means that

liberty activities will not include casual

bedroom activities. By the longest stretch

of the imagination, such activities cannot

be made into constructive influences on

the personalities of either the man or the

woman.

When God enunciated His command-

ments for men He was not just trying

to hear Himself talk. He meant what

He said in the brief "Thou shalt not

commit adultery." He knew that the

sexual relationships of a man with some-

one who was not his lawful wife, or of

a woman with someone who was not

her lawful husband, could only be in-

jurious to them. When Jesus reiterated

that basic commandment and car-

ried it further to warn that the man
who watched a woman with conscious

lustful desires in her direction had to

all effects and purposes already com-

mitted adultery with her in his heart,

He too was saying what He meant and

not just speaking to hear Himself talk.

He did not mean that there is anything

fundamentally wrong in noting that a
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woman is attractive, or in being un-

consciously excited by her. He meant

rather that for a man to follow the

first unconscious attraction with a de-

liberate consideration of what he would

do if given the chance is the same as

committing the act. He did not mean a

man could say : "I'll be thinking it, there-

fore I might as well do it." He meant

instead that a man shall as far as

possible purge the deliberate thought

from his mind.

God's intention is simply that all of

the relationships of a man and a woman
shall be on a level that leaves no pos-

sibility for destructive thought or ac-

tion. He intends that a man will hold

himself in check until he finds that one

Avoman he wants for life, then cleave to

lier in marriage, and after the marriage

keep himself decent and clean with the

one, and only that one, to whom he is

married.

n. God intended too that the way
of a man with a maid would act as an

agent of growth—what the chemist

would call a catalyst, something to bring

quickly out of a solution what is actually

in it but invisible at the moment.

The highest use of the physical at-

traction and nature of man and woman is

that which helps them to develop to-

gether. Seeking the other's well-being

brings unselfishness ; seeking the other's

approval brings self-improvement. A
man grows inside himself when his love

and concern for a maid are permanent.

To cleave to only one maiden does

something to a man. Tennyson, in the

oath of King Arthur's knights, phrases

it:

I made them lay their hands in mine. . .

And swear. . . .

To love one maiden only, cleave to her,
And worship her by years of noble deeds
Until they won her—for indeed I knew of
No more subtle master under heaven
Than is the maiden passion for a maid,
Not only to keep down the base in man
But to teach high thought.
And the desire for fame, and love of truth,
And all that makes a man.

Such an experience of growth cannot

come with the "shack-up" or the "pick-

up" of a liberty or a leave experience.

Casual attachments of that type destroy

ideals and hopes and security ; they mili-

tate against a faith in womanhood ; they

conspire to handicap true love when it

does come. But the reserving of self for

one person, when love is present, builds

rather than destroys, forces upward

rather than down.

HI. God intended further that in

the way of a man with a maid the same

rules and regulations zvould apply to

both. What was to be sauce for the

goose was to be sauce also for the

gander. There was to be no double

standard. God's rules are not different

according to the sexes.

That simply means that if a sailor

or a soldier or a marine feels he has the

right to have a girl in every port he

should be willing to let his wife or

sweetheart have a man on every ship or

station. But how many men agree to

that? They argue their own privilege,

but they rise in indignation (it can't be

called a righteous indignation) if their

wife or sweetheart starts to do the same
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thing. Usually the man then demands

that the maid either reform or leave

him forever.

There is nothing in the teachings of

the Christian religion, or in general

ethics, that gives a basis for such double

standards. God never intended it. Christ

never taught it. Men have invented it

to please themselves. But with their in-

vention men have destroyed themselves.

A man has no one to blame but himself

when he finds his home ruined because

he felt he could do something he would

not let his wife do. He has no one but

himself to blame as he tries to play both

ends against the middle and finds him-

self pinched in the doing.

God intends that the relationship of

a man and a woman, all the ramifica-

tions of the way of a man with a maid,

be kept on a partnership level with the

same rules and the same hopes and the

same restrictions applying to both of

them.

IV. God intends too that He shall

be included in the zvay of a man zvith a

maid. After all, is that so strange? What
men or women had anything to do witli

making themselves of the sex that they

are, or of making possible their response

to the opposite sex ? What man or

woman ever invented love?

God alone is responsible for the nature

of man and woman and for their power

to respond to each other. God alone is

responsible for the possibility of love.

In a real sense, God is responsible for

bringing a man and woman together,

and if they "read life's meaning in each

other's eyes" it is because God put that

meaning there. God keeps alive in man
and woman the desire for something

higher and finer than they have yet

achieved, and helps them to see how that

something can be attained together.

God was in the relationship of man

and woman from the beginning. He
wants to be kept there. He wants to be

able to stay there. But He cannot stay

if the relationship is itself unworthy or

outside of His approval. Romanticizing

an illicit love situation (as is done in

so many modern novels and movies)

does not change the picture. God can

only be present when the ways of a man

and a maid are worthy. Otherwise we
bar the door in His face.

V. God intended also that all sexual

relationships should be a demonstra-

tion of mental and spiritual union as

zvell as physical oneness. Not just pas-

sion, not just the satisfaction of desire,

not just a few minutes' pleasure, but

a lifetime of harmony is the goal of those

relationships.

Basically there are two ways of look-

ing at sexual experience. In one the

man simply says : "I am a man and I

want and intend to have a woman. Since

I am so made that I can mate with a

woman, and woman is so made that she

can mate with me, I intend to use my
powers as often as I can. When I have

finished mating I will leave wliatever

woman it may have been and forget her

until I want her or someone else again.

If she is willing to let me mate with

her that is all that matters. If she is not

willing at first but I can persuade her,

then I derive that much more satisfaction

from that particular mating. What hap-

pens to me ©r to her is purely physical,

nothing more. What I can get away with

and not get "burned" is perfectly all

right.

In the other view the man says

:

"While I am a man and want a woman,

I know that there is nothing in my
physical nature that absolutely requires

me to have one. Aly powers and the

powers of a woman must have had

some other purpose than just the satis-
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faction of desire or passion. In me and

in her there lie the possibiHties of new

life. In me and in her there are hopes

and ideals. I shall control and limit my
own actions, therefore, until I am sure

that what I am doing is more than just

passion. I shall limit my actions until

I find the one with whom I would like

to create a family. I shall make my
actions with that one contribute to the

fulfillment of our mutual hopes and ideals

and shall withhold myself until I find

that one. While I might easily make a

conquest and then cast aside the woman
conquered, I realize that by so doing

I would be ignoring every part of my-

self except mj' animal nature. So I shall

try to prove myself a man, not an animal,

not by making a woman submit to

me, but by reserving my relations for

the one to whom I tie myself permanent-

ly in marriage."

The first view is the one that leads

to a girl in every poft or liberty tov/n.

The second view is the one that leads

to a happy marriage and a meaningful

physical relationship. For actually, while

the physical relationship is admittedly

designed for the satisfaction of desire

and for the creation of a family, it is

also a symbol of something beyond and

greater than itself.

When a man and a woman are sin-

cerely in love, with a desire to establish

and maintain a home and create a family,

they have an affection for each other

that they find difficult to put into words.

They share hopes and plans that have

nothing to do with physical relationships

between them. Lacking words to express

their love, they find that they can express

it in action. Lacking words to describe

the unity and singleness of purpose and

hope they share, they find that by uniting

their bodies they can express their

mental and spiritual oneness.

Hie physical relationship becomes, in

such moments, very much like a sacra-

ment in religious circles. In the celebra-

tion of a sacrament things that are nor-

mally used in one fashion take on a

new meaning and represent something

that is happening within the individual,

of which the outward things are but

symbols. Thus ordinary bread and wine

used in the sacrament of the Lord's

Supper represent a union of the believer

with Christ's suffering. Thus the water

used in baptism represents spiritual

cleansing. Thus too, in the same fashion,

the physical relationship of a man and

woman, when properly entered into,

becomes more than just the tying to-

gether of two bodies. It becomes the

symbol of the tying together of two

lives with all their hopes and plans.

No man can pick up a girl in a bar

or in a dance hall or on the street and

engage in intimate relationships with her

and still have those relationships mean

any of this. The relationship with a

pickup can only be the expression of

passion, nothing more. Yet God intended

that the relationship should be much
more. He intended that the physical

relationship between a man and a maid

should demonstrate full harmony be-

tween them and should be the means

of tying them permanently together by

their mutual satisfaction and the possi-

bility of new life. The man who seeks

only a girl in every liberty or leave town

denies the very thing that God intended

and made possible for him to have.

God intended all this in the general

and intimate relationships of man and

woman because He is interested in and

concerned with the happiness and welfare

of man. His laws are expressed not for

the purpose of restricting the personal

happiness of any man, but to make pos-

sible the happiness of all men. He lets

us make our own choices in the realm
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of conduct, but He lets us know what use or misuse those powers. The sailor

is best for us. And He has promised or soldier or airman will be proving
(with history proving that He keeps himself a real man when he uses his

His promises) that when men try to fit p^^^^s as God intended that they should
their lives into His intentions, those lives u j tt j - i_ j

. ' be used. He does not prove any manhood
are happier and more successful than

when those intentions are ignored.
by illicit, casual, promiscuous relation-

ships. All he proves then is that he is

God made man and woman as they ^" ^"^"^^^- ^"^ ^^^^ ^e stands for what

are. He gave them the power to satisfy he knows is right in the sight of both

each other. He gives to every man the God and man, then he proves his man-

privilege of deciding whether he will hood.

WOULD YOU BELIEVE IT?

The following news came in over our teletype machine, from the USS Coral Sea's

"Crude News."

(Submitted by Frumptious Q. Schnotzwaddle, General Manager, Juicy Kernals of

News, Inc.)— It can now be revealed that top secret conferences are being con-

ducted at this moment at an undisclosed hideaway between certain officials whose

rdentity cannot be disclosed at this time. This information leaked out from unim-

peachable sources close to reliable higher-ups who have requested that their names

be withheld. The issues at stake are considered tremendous by those in the know,

but will certainly never be revealed to the public. It is thought that the conduct of

the sessions so far has been exemplary, but of course there are reports that rioting

has broken out between the conferees. Some individuals have pooh-poohed the

whole idea of the meeting, claiming it to be merely "a political gesture of insig-

nificant importance," but the general consensus remains that these conferences will

have a definite bearing on the lives of many. Latest reports have it that one side

favors one type of solution for the general problems under consideration, while three

other sides favor three other settlements. Of course, this is only rumored, but one

may draw one's own conclusions from the very nature of the council. If it can be

assumed that the rumors are correct essentially, then it takes but little imagination

to conjecture the grave perils that may, or may not, be confronting certain people

at a later date as a result. A number of high-ranking officers questioned as to their

opinions on this momentous event have stated in tones ranging from defiance and

bitterness to downright glee, "No comment!" Although the names of these officers

must not be disclosed, the diversity of opinion leads one to believe that trouble or

peace may be the indirect result. It would be wise for all public-spirited citizens and
those who are not, to quickly and thoughtfully or slowly and skeptically peruse their

newspapers, magazines and encyclopedias for background material on this topic.

You might also take in a good movie or relax your mind, if you are certain that the

movie does not touch on this question. However, I am afraid that nearly all do
mention it.

—

The Seabag



CAPSULE CARTOONING COURSE
BY

dOSEPH eUARLES SALftl(
•V/

Chapter Three

"A cartoon," says Webster, that master

at making words intelligible, "is a sketch

for a fresco or mosaic; a caricature; a sur-

face representation of an object or scene; to

describe g;^raphically ; that which resembles or

suggests something."

JMOW that we have reached the final

stage of this course, how do your

original intentions compare with your

present accomplishments? Of course, in-

tention and accomplishment are two

different things

!

Are you comparing published car-

toons and observing how each artist has

an individual style, and though the type

of humor displayed by various cartoonists

may be similar their presentation is dif-

ferent ?

Remind yourself when copying draw-

ings in this preliminary work not to

struggle to make perfect duplicates.

Instead draw them the way you see

them, thus releasing the first of your

individual originality.

Above all, you must want to draw,

and the fact that you have reached this

final lesson and have studied the previous

lessons is proof of that desire. Consider

the French artist, Renoir : when the

brush fell out of his arthritic hand, he

lashed it onto his twisted fist and went

on painting. That's how great his love

was for art. How does yours compare?

Recently a newspaper inquiring re-

porter asked which contributed more to

success—a good education or a good

sense of humor. The concensus was :

"A good sense of humor will gain

more friends and better contacts ... A
man with a keen sense of humor can

gain much more than one with a good

education. Why? It's only logical that

with a sense of humor he gains friends

and gathers knowledge of all phases of

life. Thus, by taking advantage of his

attributes he can attain success with a

little initiative . . . Without a sense of

humor, an education is of no avail. He'd

be a sourpuss without a bit of respected

authority. He'd be a disillusioned man
and eventually lose his prestige ... A
man with a sense of humor is happier

and will try harder to make his life a

success."

A cartoonist must have a sense of

humor. You will gradually acquire and

eventually cultivate this sense, presum-

ing you lack it, through your cartoons.

Now for some advanced work. Study

the three drawings on the Mental Gems
series. The first sketch illustrates how
the original hobo character was created.

The second is a completed improved

drawing of how the series would be

introduced for syndication. The third

is the final one-panel cartoon ready for

marketing, and illustrates how the others

of a daily series will appear.

In the field of cartooning there are

275 buying markets. But in this busi-

35
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ness of fea-

t u r i ng a

m i 1 1 i o n

laughs a

minute,
there are

just as

many
heart-
breaks.
Your first

efforts are

no excep-

t i o n .
In

1929 Ham Fisher intro-

duced his first rough

sketches of Joe Palooka.

He was met with frowns

by all the syndicates until

he ended up by peddling

the comic strip himself.

Today his success is car-

toon history.

Sixty million Ameri-

cans every day read more

than one hundred comic

strips. In fact, thousands

of readers base their like

or dislike for a newspaper

upon the attraction of the

cartoons presented.

In seven years the artists of Superman,

Jerry Siegel and Joe Shuster, earned

close to a million dollars with their

feature. Yet the first year they intro-

duced their imaginary character, only

ten papers were interested in purchasing

it for publication.

However, only in the cartooning field

does the unknown artist with some talent

and no reputation have an equal chance

with the well-known magazine cartoonist

to produce the year's comic hit.

As your final assignment and your

first step forward in producing drawings

which can be sold, the following in-

structions should prove helpful.

Everybody has a favorite poem or

motto, either a treasured clipping or an

original creation. By typing these on

drawing or bond paper and leaving a

space 2^ by 4^ inches at the top, you

can illustrate these mottoes and find a

ready market for them from 50<^ and

up, depending upon the merit of your

work. A cartoon sketch or a water

color painting expressing in its coloring

and theme the salient points of the poem

or motto are possibilities. The poem can

be typed or printed with a ball-point

pen, using waterproof colored ink. A
margin of about an inch,

inked in, makes the poem

and sketch stand out.

Construction paper, which

comes in many colors, is

ideal for typing the poem

and mounting your illus-

tration. Small calendars

available at the dime store

can be attached to make

your creation attractive as

well as practical.

You can display a few

of your illustrated mot-

toes in glass frames at

your local art store where

you purchase your mate-

rial and sell

them at $1

each. Your

display will

bring you

inquiries

and further

orders. As

a sugges-

tive exam-

ple, study

illustration

No. 1
,

"Empty
Church."

MENTAL &EM5
SUCCESS 15 ONLY
OPPORTUNITY IN
SUNDAY CLOTHES
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Another original idea you can use is

illustrating photographs in cartoon-

photo style.

Imagination and patience are the only

things required to transform any photo

or snapshot into an attractive novelty.

The idea and the preparation are ex-

tremely simple. Take a regular sheet

of drawing paper, strathmore or the

type used for mounting photos. Rough

out a pencil cartoon character, leaving

a blank space large enough in which to

mount the photo. After your rough

sketch is outlined, finish it with black

drawing ink and water colors, if de-

sired, to further enhance its beauty.

For example: An artist can be shown

painting on his easel and the space on

his drawing board left blank for mount-

ing the photo. Other ideas can portray

a policeman holding out his hand as

though directing traffic and the photo

mounted so as to appear in the hand of

ILLUSTRATION NO, 1

EMPTY CHURCU
IF YOU Stt A CMURCM THAT'S tMPTV
THOUGH IT'S DOORS ARE OPEN WIDE
DON'T fEEL SORRY fOR THE CHURCH
BUT FOR THOSE WHO SHOULD BE
INSIDE.

JOSEPH CHARLES SALRlT-

the officer. Or a man can be sketched

reading a newspaper or magazine with

the photo affixed in the cartooned news-

paper. You can also sketch something

in keeping with the hobby of the person

photographed. Ideas can be serious or

comic ; the only limit is your ingenuity

and originality. An endless number of

surprises can be created in a few mo-

ments of drawing.

Photos can be glued on the cartoon

sketch or slits cut in the blank space

to insert the snapshots. These cartoon

photos are very attractive and add in-

terest and color to the album. You can

prepare a few of these and display them

in your local photography shop and ar-

range with the dealer to handle orders

on a commission basis.

Examples of completed cartoon-

photos can be studied from illustration

Nos. 2 and 3.
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CONCLUSrON

In closing, it is worth while to repeat

that a desire stimulates a thought and

the thought becomes embodied in an act.

If you want to draw cartoons, then

draw, and the time to start is now.

The demand for cartoons of merit

exceeds the current supply. Keep posted

and prepare yourself so that you will

become one of the top-notchers of to-

morrow. Study and digest all the in^

structions given in these lessons ; reason

things out for yourself. Inspiration

comes and goes like a flash of light.

Keep a record of your ideas ; the most

retentive memory is not half as perma-

nent as a penciled sketch.

As your first rough sketches take on

body and form, you will develop self-

confidence. Without it you can accom-

plish nothing.

Students of magic and would-be sleight-of-hand artists can learn all the trade

secrets in Professional Magic for Amateurs, by Walter B. Gibson, according to Garden

City Publishing Company "News." The author's association with Houdini, Howard

Thurston, Dunninger and Blackstone has enabled him to describe in detail such

bewildering illusions as sawing a woman in half, walking through a brick wall, and

making an automobile disappear. The book covers a wide field and includes instruc-

tions for impromptu tricks for party-givers, simplified card tricks, after-dinner

entertainment, and mental magic. Each trick is approached from three viewpoints:

how it will look to the audience; the exact steps in performance; and the manner

of presentation. Besides being a magician of the first rank, Walter B. Gibson has

been a newspaperman, professional writer, radio producer, and author of several

other books on magic. Professional Magic for Amateurs sells at $1.00.

"You are in a ringside seat in the most fascinating sports-land of all—the boxing

world!" says Bill Stern in the introduction to his latest book, Bill Stern's Favorite

Boxing Stories, which Garden City has also recently published. "All the stories in

this book," says the famous sports broadcaster, "reveal something of the strange

drama, fantastic legends, raw courage and rich humor of a land and people apart."

This book is also priced at $1.00. Garden City Publishing Company,lnc., is located

at 1 4 West 49th Street, New York 20, New York.



LINK OPINION POLL

In a recent issue we requested that

readers send in the names of their fa-

vorite story, favorite article and de-

partment to appear in the 1948 issues

of The Link. Of the four repHes re-

ceived, the items most frequently men-
tioned were Joseph C. Salak's "Good
Neighbors" and his articles on "Writing

as a Hobby."

The following excerpt of a letter from

the Berlin branch of the World Youth
Friendship League gives an interesting

resume of opinions there

:

I place all the copies I get at the

office of our branch in order to give all

of our members the opportunity to read

them. . . . You know that books of this

kind are very short in Germany right

now. But you also know that young

people need the food of the Spirit.

Because of this need, young people

are glad to read all kinds of your stories

and it was difficult to figure out what

they like most.

Almost all of them liked "Link Lines"

and "Topic Talks" most out of the

features. Of course they like and enjoy

"At Ease" too.

Out of the stories 75 per cent liked

"After Two Years in Japan" and "Off

the Records" most.

Very popular are also "Alert for

Leap Year," by R. Musser, and "Good'

Neighbors," by J. C. Salak.

All these stories were my favorites,

too, but I think "Batting the Breeze" is

also a very important part in The Link,

which I never would like to miss.

Gerd L. Froede, Chairman

Thank you all for sending in your

opinions.

—

Ed.

PEN PALS

We continue to receive requests for

correspondents from young people in

other lands. Gerd L. Froede, chairman

of the Berlin branch of the World Youth
Friendship League, sends us the name
given below of a young man 21 years

old who would like to correspond with

an American who is interested in car-

tooning, as he is an art student.

Joachim Cordsen
B erlin- Wilmersdorf
Afmannshauser Str. 26
Germany

I'm a German girl born September

15, 1931. I'm going to the high school

here in Bayreuth. I'm trying to find an

American girl or boy who would like

to open a correspondence with me. I am-

anxious to learn something of the

American people.

Rosemarie Rupprecht
Bayreuth-Bismarckstr. 67
U. S. Zone, Germany
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Subject for group discussion (first week)

:

CANDLES FOR THE DARKNESS

Sif l^alse^ Gadfuin. J.iMUie^

• Questions and Scripture references

:

1. What Old Testament prayer may zvell help us zvith our uncertainties and

trials today? (Psalms 43:3)

2. Name some of the assurances we have that God will really bring us light in

our darkness f (II Samuel 22:29)

3. Dare we hope that this light shall never fail us? (Isaiah 60:19, 20)

4. Did Jesus teach us any methods by which we may bring light to others?

(Matthew 5:15-16)

5. Why is our spiritual understanding so important? (huke. 11:35, 36)

• Resource material:

There is an old Chinese proverb : "It

is better to light a candle than to curse

the darkness." Have you a better way
to say that you and I can do something

about the darkness around us if we
choose to remedy it? What are some

ways in which you would light candles

to relieve your own darkness—or the

darkness that is settling down about

someone else? Would you light all of

them with your own hands or would

you turn to God in prayer and ask Him
to light them for you? Or would you

ask Him to work with you and through

you to light them for yourself and for

others also?

Isn't it one of the sure services of

religion that it teaches us to brave the

darkness until we can find a light? And
doesn't it provide one of our best and

40

surest ways of finding the light that

can shatter our darkness?

Things looked black indeed for Daniel

in the old days when he faced the den

of lions because he dared to kneel three

times each day, with his face toward

Jerusalem, and pray to God. But prayer

brought him light in the darkness and

prayer at length drove the darkness

away.

Back of his prayers was shining the

steady glow of his own faith, without

which he could not have prayed with

such sureness and with such great ef-

fectiveness and with such triumph.

Joseph kept gleams of light in the

blackness that settled about him too.

When Potiphar's wife basely sought the

downfall of Joseph, she couldn't have

known how high a wall this righteous
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Hebrew could build against her lustful

designs. Here was one man who thought

more of character than of anything else.

And his darkness was never really black,

because he was busy with the lamps of

his faith that kept battling the dark-

ness around him.

And have you forgotten the dimness

and the darkness that settled about the

Aloabite widow Ruth? Bereft and lonely

and forced to work to maintain herself

in some degree of dignity and comfort,

she took refuge in the humble duties of

gleaning in the broad fields of Boaz.

And as she worked she kept some wist-

ful brightness and perhaps some tender

bit of song in her spirit. At any rate,

her charm and her worth attracted Boaz,

prosperous and important as he was,

and he asked to be her husband. And
her blood and his were later mingled

in the veins of Jesus. Darkness had in-

deed given way to the Light.

Religion, you see, helps us to find

candles and light them and trim them

and use their light to the best advantage.

And it helps us to keep them burning,

even in the winds of adversity and ca-

lamity, and give brightness to others.

That may mean much to others who
otherwise would share the darkness with

us. An unknown writer has said : "There

is not enough darkness in the whole

world to put out the light of a single

candle." Remember that when you are

tempted to be discouraged and beaten

!

There is always someone else who would

give a lot to be in your shoes instead

of his ! Amiel once wrote : "Do not de-

spise your situation ; in it you ' must

act, suffer and conquer. From every

point of earth we are equally near to

heaven and the infinite."

We should remember that ! There's

always room for another candle of faith

and confidence in God's love and power

!

Norman MacLeod once wrote these

comforting and challenging words that

can easily serve as a candle for some

dark moment in your life

:

Courage, brother, do not stumble,
Tlio' the way be dark as night.

There's a star to guide the humble.
Trust in God and do the right.

So candles are not enough in them-

selves, no matter how bright and how
numerous they may be. We must do

something with them ; w*e must walk

bravely and worthilj^ in their light ; we
must perform helpful and necessary

tasks ; we must not shut the light in

but let it radiate out in every direction.

We must tend the light and use it and

send it on its way to others.

That was why Jesus was so eager

and so insistent that we should regard

ourselves as the light of the world. We
have greater influence, and in a wider

circle, than we may realize. And it is

our job to do something about that!

Otherwise, we are not worthy of the

light that is committed to our keeping.

That is why the Master said : "Let your

light so shine before men, that they

may see your good works, and glorify

your Father who is in heaven." (Mat-

thew 5 :16)

And the source of this light is a divine

source, entirely outside of ourselves. We
can mirror it, reflect it, help to transmit

it, but we cannot counterfeit it, for it

is of God.

Listen to these glorious old w^ords that

were used by the Psalmist long ago:

"For thou wilt light my candle : the

Lord my God will enlighten my dark-

ness." (Psalms 18:28) He will surely

bring us light when we need it

!

In the grand old Book of Isaiah it is

declared that the Lord shall be our

everlasting light! And that is indeed

true ! When the night is darker than

our small light can pierce. He is there,

pushing back the darkness for us

!
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FOR THE SECOND WEEK OF THE MONTH

• Subject for group discussion:

THE GREAT IMPORTANCE OF HONESTY

• Questions and Scripture references:

1. Why is honesty obligatory to Christians f (Romans 12:17; 13:13)

2. Is honesty the best policy f (11 Corinthians 8:21)

3. Why must we guard always against untruthfulness f (II Corinthians 13:8;

Ephesians 4:25)

4. What is the end product of having honesty always in our thoughts? (Philip-

pians 4 :8)

5. Why does God detest dishonesty? (Deuteronomy 25:13-16; Psalms 101:7)

• Resource material:

Why do you think honesty is so tre-

mendously important to us as Chris-

tians? Why is stealing so serious a

crime? Do you find it hard to believe

someone who has once lied to you?

Why? Is dishonesty in speech as bad

ais stealing? Can lying or stealing be-

come a habit? Why do you say so?

How would you go about it to break

the habit of lying in yourself? And in

another? How would you break the

habit of stealing? How would you en-

courage someone else to break it? Do
you think there is a marked similarity

between the dishonesty that shows itself

in our speech and in the forms of dis-

honesty that are manifested in deeds?

Would you say that any kind of dis-

honesty is likely to lead to dishonesty

in some other form? Why?
Perhaps most of us would agree that

lying may be the first step in dishon-

esty. Some people may not feel it is

as bad as stealing. But it is bad, and
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it should be shunned by anyone who
values his moral character or even his

reputation, which is something much

less valuable than character.

One of the bad things about lying is

that it does irreparable damage to one's

reputation for truthfulness. It was the

great orator Cicero who declared : "A
liar is not believed even though he tell

the truth."

But Herbert went much farther than

this when he made this assertion : "Show

me a liar, and I will show thee a thief."

Would you take this as a declaration

that lying leads readily and certainly

to thievery? Or did he mean that lying

is itself a form of stealing?

George Bernard Shaw dug a little

deeper and in another direction when

he declared : "The liar's punishment is

not in the least that he is not believed,

but that he cannot believe anyone else."

How easily the confirmed liar is per-

suaded that everyone else is of his ilk

!
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And that surely is a very bad state of

mind for anyone

!

Perhaps we have no proverb better

known and more honored than this one

from the pen of Cervantes, in Don
Quixote: "Honesty is the best policy."

It is indeed the best course of action.

It is tremendously important that our

^vork be honest. It was Grover Cleveland

who once declared : "Honor lies in hon-

est toil."

Another of our presidents, George

Washington, declared in his Moral

Maxims : "I hope I shall always possess

firmness and virtue enough to maintain

what I consider the most enviable of

all titles, the character of an 'Honest

Man.'
"

Did you notice that he used those two

words, firmness and virtue as elements

in his struggle for honesty? Certainly

they belong there. No man can hope to

be honest, in word or deed, without

firmness. The liar yields to the tempta-

tion to deviate from the truth when he

lies. He side-steps, wavers, shilly-

shallies.

So also a man needs virtue if he is

to come off victorious in the battle for

truthfulness. Lacking virtue, he lies

when it seems easier to lie than to tell

the truth.

So the Christian, because he presum-

ably has virtue and integrity, should be

eager to show himself, as Paul urged

Titus, "a pattern of good works." (Ti-

tus 2 :7) And of course the Christian

will discover that he cannot be very

much of a pattern of anything good

unless he has a vast amount of help

from God. So the writer of the Epistle

to the Hebrews was on solid ground

when he wrote the prayer that God

might, among other things, make that

earnest young Christian "perfect in ev-

ery good work to do His will." (He-

brews 13:20, 21)

Paul set a very high example for us

all in this matter of honesty ; writing

of himself to his beloved Christians in

Corinth he declared : "We have wronged

no man, we have corrupted no man, we
have defrauded no man." (II Corinthians

7:2b)

Do you know of any reason why we
who are Christians today should not

strive to achieve a similar degree of

honesty? Is an earnest Christian justi-

fied in seeking for anything less than

that?

And if that seems to you to be an

unattainable goal, you can rest assured

that it is not. You can strive to attain

the same goal. And God will help us

by giving us courage, fortitude, persist-

ence and success. The old Psalmist as-

sured us that God would not withhold

any good thing from those who walk

uprightly. (Psalms 84:11)

We can therefore be assured of His

help always, and in abundant measure

that insures victory if we struggle hard

enough ourselves.

Recently I heard a distinguished min-

ister from another great country. He
told of the deplorable increase of dis-

honesty and other crimes in that land.

Thievery seemed to be commonplace.

No nation can survive such inroads

upon her moral rectitude. And no in-

dividual's character can survive the

steady sapping of his moral standards

and his integrity.

We should beat hack every semblance

of dishonesty when it lays siege to our

character!
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FOR THE THIRD WEEK OF THE MONTH

• Subject for group discussion:

THE GRACE OF ALTRUISM

• Questions and Scripture references:

1. Why did Jesus teach that anyone who zvotild like to be the greatest should

be the servant of all? (Matthew 20:26, 27; Mark 9:35; 10:42-44; Luke 22:25-27;

John 13:12-17)

2. How may we prove that it is better to give than to receive? (Acts 20:35)

3. How did Jesus make us rich through His poverty? (II Corinthians 8:9)

4. How did Paul teach that we should help each other? (Romans 15:1, 2)

5. How did Paul demonstrate altruism in his oiun life? (I Corinthians 9:19-22)

• Resource material:

One of the most revolutionary and

demanding of the teachings of jesus

was that His followers should make
altruism one of the chief goals in life.

Do you think this is one of the finest

of the challenges that He gave us? Is

it harder for you to practice this than

some of His other teachings? Why?
Can we afford to ignore it? Can we
afford to trifle with it? Why?
The principle of altruism was set

forth in the Book of Leviticus, long be-

fore Jesus enunciated it in Galilee. It

was spoken very clearly and searching-

ly : "Thou shalt not avenge, nor bear

any grudge against the children of thy

people, but thou shalt love thy neighbor

as thyself: I am the Lord." (Leviticus

19:18)

But Jesus took that principle and

gave it new force in His hearers' lives.

He taught them that any man who
would be the greatest should be the

servant of all. And then He proceeded

to show them by His own life that His
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teaching was true and that He firmly

believed it and faithfully lived it in His

own life. He took a basin of water and

washed the dust from His disciples'

feet, though Peter stoutly refused at

first to submit to such menial minis-

trations. When Jesus convinced Peter

and finished the object lesson, they never

forgot the lesson in humility and service.

But He went beyond all this and told

them that it was better to give than to

receive. (Acts 20:35) That must surely

seem to be one of His strangest teach-

ings. But He proved by His own life

that altruism is not a wild dream. He
went about in utter kindliness and

selflessness, and all of us are the richer

because He chose to give Himself fully

for us.

There are some other splendid ex-

amples of altruism in the Bible. Do you

remember how Abraham gave Lot his

choice of the land? "Let there be no

strife, I pray thee, between me and

thee, and between my herdmen and thy
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herdmeii ; for we be brethren. Is not

the whole land before thee? separate

thyself, I pray thee, from me ; if thou

wilt take the left hand, then I will

go to the right ; or if thou depart to the

right hand, then I will go to the left."

(Genesis 13:86, 9)

Or take the case of Jonathan and

David : "Then Jonathan and David made

a covenant, because he loved him as his

own soul. And Jonathan stripped him-

self of the robe that was upon him, and

gave it to David, and his garments, even

to his sword, and to his bow, and to

his girdle." (I Samuel 18:3, 4)

And we should not forget the way
in which Joseph of Arimathea made his

own unused tomb available so that the

body of Jesus might be laid reverently

there until His resurrection. (Matthew

27:57-60)

We are reminded that they who are

strong are obligated to bear the burdens

of the weak, and that each of us should

try to please his neighbor. (Romans

15:1, 2)

Christ was so thoroughly successful

in His commitment to altruism in His

own life that Paul wrote of Him that

He "pleased not Himself." (Romans 15:

3a) It was for our sakes that He be-

came poor, and in order that we—you

and I—might be rich in Him. (II Co-

rinthians 8:9)

Altruism, we should not forget, is

indispensable to success in any group

relationship of which we are a part. Can

you imagine a successful home without

altruism, both as an ideal and as a

daily experience of comradeship in many

ways and for many ends ? Can you think

of a successful church without altruism?

Can you conceive of a successful school

in which nobody cares much about any-

one else but himself? Can you think of

a victorious army in which every man
goes his own way, thinking nothing

about cooperation, with no synchronized

watches, no combined staffs, no co-

ordinated transport, no supports and re-

serves ?

How much is the United Nations hin-

dered by a frightening lack of altruism?

What can be done about it? Where
would you suggest we start to remedy

it? And in what ways? What do you

think would be the results? Why? How
can we attack that problem as Chris-

tians ?

Unselfishness is rich and immediate

in its dividends and we should invest in

it more heavily than we have ever in-

vested. Said W. C. Gannett : "There is

nothing like putting the shine on an-

other's face to put the shine on our

own. Nine-tenths of all loneliness, sensi-

tiveness, despondency, moroseness, are

connected with personal interests. Turn

more of these selfish interests into un-

selfish ones, and by so much we change

opportunities for disheartenment into

their opposite." Isn't it high time for

all of us to test these words for our-

selves, and see how much gold we can

mine from them?

Because of unselfishness in the heart

of a young medical student in England

years ago, the fisher folk of Labradof

have been immeasurably helped by the

medical skill of Sir Wilfred Thomason

Grenfell. His hospitals, cooperative

stores, mills, an orphanage and a school

are monuments to his early interest in

mission work among mariners.

What altruistic interest of your very

own would 5^ou like to build into a

towering monument that would bless the

lives of others immeasurably?

Why don't you try one?

a.'SNS^* •-^5y'5Ns
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FOR THE FOURTH WEEK OF THE MONTH

• Subject for group discussion:

WIN SOME VICTORY FOR HUMANITY!

• Questions and Scripture references:

1. Are humanitarian efforts really ministrations to God? (Matthew 25:34-40)

2. How important to us is our love for others about us? (Colossians 3:14)

3. Is there a relationship between love and pity? (I Peter 3:8, 9)

4. Will true humanitarianism lead us to be concerned for the least and the last

of the lost? (Matthew 18:12, 13)

5. Give reasons why we should follow the compassion of Christ in developing

humanitarian instincts and interests. (Matthew 9:35-38)

• Resource material:

There is a great word from a great

American that should ring in our ears.

It was the challenge spoken by Horace

Mann in his last words to his students

:

"Be ashamed to die until you have won
some victory for humanity." Some vic-

tory for humanity!

And who was Horace Mann? Born

153 years ago in Franklin, Massachu-

setts, he was reared in poverty, going

to school hardly more than eight or

ten weeks in any year until he reached

the age of 15. But his pastor saw pos-

sibiHties in him and began to teach him.

When Horace was 20, another friend,

a good college preparatory teacher, took

a hand in his education. Six months

later the young man entered Brown
University as a sophomore.

Some of you know that he went on

to become a great educational leader

in Massachusetts and in the nation.

When he was 57, he became the presi-

dent of Antioch College at Yellow

Springs, Ohio, a leader in the theory
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of combining a college education with

alternating periods of practical experi-

ence in various fields of work.

His were not empty words ; he saw

to it that he achieved a real victory for

humanity in the great field of education.

And you? What victory wou4d you

like to win for humanity? Would you

like to be a biochemist? Would you like

to fight until you win the secret of the

processes by which the dread scourge

of cancer attacks and overcomes mil-

lions of our best friends and loved ones ?

Remember, one of you now wearing

the uniform of Uncle Sam may be the

one to snatch the black veil from those

awful secrets. Why might it not be you?

Lister and Pasteur would be edged to

one side to make way for you in hu-

manity's hall of fame—if that means

anything to you ! Better still, you would

help to save more lives than Napoleon

or Hitler snuffed out ! Here is a truly

man-sized job for anyone big enough

and able to tackle it ! How about you?
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Of course we must remember that the

highest type of humanitarianism can

hardly exist in any man's breast unless

he recognizes that God lives within him

and that he is a willing and an unworthy

instrument of the power and the wisdom

and the love of God. That must have

been what Bacon was trying to stress

when he wrote : "Our humanity were

a poor thing but for the divinity that

stirs within us."

Stirs? But can you tell me why we
so often stifle it, blunderingly and even

uncomprehendingly, when it stirs within

us ?

Surely some doctor—or perhaps many

a scientist—must have had a divinely

implanted urge to follow up an idea,

to see if he might perhaps discover

some first outpost of the awesome cita-

del of cancer that every true scientist

and physician must yearn to discover

and conquer with hands and brain ! But

one man shunts a vague idea aside ; he

is a surgeon busy with retractors and

scalpel, and the sands are running low

in his weak patient's hourglass and that

idea is too simple anyhow. It would have

been discovered long ago if it had been

only that! So he sews up the patient.

Or a biochemist at his test tubes and

beakers is hurrying to complete his data

and take his fagged mind home : Tomor-

row will be time enough to follow out

the idea that God just flashed, like

bright sunlight, into his weary mind.

Yes, tomorrow will do—but it doesn't

;

there are other ideas that seem less

fantastic and more feasible, and God
must find another ear into which to

whisper the golden music that is not

heard because the mystic notes are in

a minor scale to which the ear is not

accustomed and therefore not attuned.

So we push God aside—and continue

to die

!

But men do not always push God aside

and thus rob their fellows of life and

largeness of opportvinity. A rich Jewish

merchant, Julius Rosenwald, heard

whisperings that prompted him to push

back the Negro's horizons in our Amer-

ica, and his Fund resulted, to enrich

his fellows of darker skin than his.

More than 5,075 schools, teachers'

homes and shops for the industrial train-

ing of Negroes have been built, costing

more than $25,000,000. And the end is

not yet ; the Fund has to be spent within

25 years of its founder's death.

If a great humanitarian had been too

busy—or too avaricious—to heed the

voice of God, the Negro would have

been denied a glorious victory for him-

self—and for all humanity

!

Do you say this sort of thing is not

for youf How do -you know it isn't?

A boy whom I knew in my home town
went to college and studied geology.

After his graduation he went to work
in the oil fields. Today he is a partner

in one of the most progressive and suc-

cessful of the privately owned oil com-

panies in America and is a millionaire

several times over. He may never have

dreamed of becoming a great humani-

tarian, but he could be just that—and

dispense wealth of a sort that income

taxes cannot dissipate.

How do you know you can't become

as successful if you apply yourself as

hard as he has worked in this free

America of ours ?

Isn't it worth trying, whether your

success be in finance or literature or

education or medicine or law or some-

thing else?

Let's he at it!



Wandering aimlessly along a lonely

road in Scotland, a GI met a kilted

Highlander.

"Say, pal," exclaimed the GI, "I'm

lost."

"Is there a reward for ye?" inquired

the Scot.

"No; why?" asked the American.

"Well," replied the Scotsman, walk-

ing on, "ye're still lost."

—Post 3424 News

Preaching interminably on the immor-

tality of the soul, the parson said : "I

look at the mountains and cannot help

thinking, 'Beautiful as you are, you will

be destroyed, while my soul will not.'

. . . And then I gaze upon the ocean

and cry, 'Mighty as you are, you will

eventually dry up, but not I.'
"

-

—

Watchman-Examiner

"Does this package belong to you?

The name is obliterated."

"No, that isn't my package. My name
is O'Brien."

—Exchange

"If you kiss me I'll call a member
of my family," she warned.

He kissed her.

"^To-ther" she whispered.

—Christian Union Herald

GI next door to band quarters : "If

you don't stop playing that horn you'll

drive me crazy
!"

Band Trainee : "Ha, ha ! You're crazy

already. I stopped playing half an hour

ago!"
-

—

Ft. Ord Panorama

Apartment—'A place where you start

to turn off the radio and find you've

been listening to the neighbor's.

—Christian Herald

A railroad agent in Africa had been

"bawled out" for doing things without

orders from headquarters. One day his

boss received the following startling

telegram

:

"Tiger on platform eating conductor.

Wire instructions."
—The Seahag

"George—does this camera have a tricky lens or
something f It just doesn't appear right, here."
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